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The School of Education offers an Associate in Applied Science degree
- and aCertificate of Proficiency program in Child Care and Development.
In addition the School ofEducation offers two baccalaureate degrees: Bach
elor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences and the Bachelor of Science in

SCHOOL OF
IBTJ CATION

Kinesiology.
' •
. . .
UTB/TSC provides, within the curriculum sequence degree instructional

Wv

components that meet academic program requirements identified by the ,
Commission on Standards for the Teaching Profession and approved by

Certificates & Degrees Offered

the State Board for Educator Certification.

ffiife
^•./Certificate of Proficiency in Child Care and Development
in Applied Science, in Child Care and Development

cludes .the following three areas: . .

' Bachelorof Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciencesf^SMhelor of Science in Kinesiology
^m^tificate Programs iff Teacher Education

SSgg^ater of Edtication Degrees

.

. •

•

1. General Education Curriculum (i.e., General Requirements or Uni

•

versity College);

•

"•

•

^p|e programs in the School of Education and related courses are coordi

2. Teaching Specialty Curriculum (i.e., Secondary Academic Special
ization or Elementary Interdisciplinary Studies) designed for Texas
public school instruction.

nated by the following departments:

3 Pedagogy and Professional ResponsibilitySequence designed for spe~ cific roles in public school teaching (i.e., elementasy generalist EC-4
and elementary bilingual generalist, middle, secondary and all-level,

Curriculum & Instruction Department
ementary Education

including field-based experience and a full semester of student teach- ,.

Secondary Education

ing.

|
Reading
^Alternative Certification Program
iilingual Education and ESL Programs

•

l^rly Childhood Education

IvTeaching Endorsements

.

The ProvisionalTeacher Certification within a baccalaureate program in

,

...

Certification Requirements
Teacher certification inTexas is provided through the State Board for Edu
cator Certification upon completion of an approved teacher education

•

.

.

program from a Texas institution of higher education or through an ap
proved alternative teacher certification program. There are also provisions

fjj|Kinesiology Department
|§f|Kinesiology

for certification of individuals educated out of state. A state Board or
Educator Certification rule requires an individual to meet the following

^School Specialties Department

qualifications to receive certification:

^it Early Childhood Education
SR&neric Special Education

• Be at least 18 years of age.

fjfciiarly Childhood Education
gffehild Care and Development

• Be of good moral character, and be clearof a felony or misdemeanor

SfCKild Care and Development
»||Guidance & Counseling
S'"Educational Diagnostician/Generic Special Education

• Be recommended by a Texas senior college
(

(

conviction for a crime which is directly related to the duties and
responsibilities of the teaching profession.

•

Educational Supervision
Educational Administration

I Overview of Teacher Education Programs
„'.*..'The School of Education offers teacher education programs required for
|j certification at the elementary, middle school, secondary, all-level and gradupfaie levels. The teacher education program for provisional teacher certifica| tion includes Academic areas of studies and certification fields in subjects
? approved to be taught in the public schools of Texas as authorized by the ,

• Be willing to support and defend the constitutions of the United
States and Texas.
' • Have college credit or examination credit demonstrating knowledge
of the Texas and federal constitutions and United States history.
• Be able to speak and understand the English language sufficiently to
use it easily and readily in conversation and teaching.
• Pass the appropriate Examination for the Certification of Educators
in Texas (ExCET). This requirement applies to all provisional, pro
fessional, or administrative certificates and those applicants holding
' a valid out-of-state certificate. In addition student eligibility status to

&' State Board for Educator Certification. Students may elect to pursue e li " ementary certification (EC-4 Generalist, EC-4 Bilingual Generalist) Middle
f School (Grades 4-8), English/Language Arts and Mathematics, Secondary
(Grades 8-12) English/Language Arts, History, Math, Physical Science,

register for the various ExCET tests is dependent upon completing
all state/departmental requirements, including grade point average
and benchmark examinations. Additional information about bench

*§; Science and All Level (Pre K-12), in Kinesiology, Art, and Music Students
interested in secondary education certification should contact the College

ent academic departments.

|fe; of Liberal Arts, or the College of Science, Mathematics and Technology,
"S for advisement toward a degree in the appropriate teaching area. Prospec• live students should also contact the Teacher Education office for adviseE V ment relating to teacher certification.

mark requirements may be obtained by contacting each of the differ

• A passing score on the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT) in Span
ish is required for certification in bilingual education, elementary
and secondary Spanish.
• Completion of a minimum of 6 credit hours of field-based educa-

^

'

~

"

~~

~
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tion courses, 3-hour lab (required weekly) per course.

. -i

English,and the mathematics test, or

The certification programs at UTB/TSC are approved by the State Board
for Educator Certification and are under the "Center Rule" and Texas
Education Code, Sections 13.036-13.039.

' SAT: combined verbal and mathematics score of 1070 wit!
minimum of 500 on both the verbal and the mathemauc
tests (recentered scale for tests taken on or after April 1995).

For information on certification refer to Title 19, Part II, Texas Adminis
trative Code and the Texas Education Code or contact theAssistant Dean/
Certification Officer, Education Building, Room #9.

Note: A TAAS score is valid for three years and an ACTor Sfi
score is valid for five years.
. •• Completion of three semester credit hours of speech with a minil
mum grade of B or better or elect to substitute an appropriate scon
on a departmentally approved test.

Teacher Certification Application Procedures
Students should satisfactorily complete the prescribed certificate program
and achieve a satisfactory score on the ExCET examinations prescribed by
the State Board of Education, and submit scores to the Assistant'Dean/
Certification Officer at the School of Eduction building, room # 9. Stu
dents should fill out the required certificate application and pay the pre
scribed fee. A fee of $40.00 is required for deficiency plans for under
graduate/graduate students seeking certification through the emergency
certification program.

Note: In accordance with Article 6252.13c, Texas Civil Statutes;the Commis
sioner of Education may suspend or revoke a teaching certificate or refuse to
issue a teaching certificate for a person who has been convicted of a felony or
misdemeanor for a crime which directly relates to the duties of the teaching
profession.

Procedures for Admission to Teacher
Education
Students wishing to pursue a provisional undergraduate teaching certifi
cate must apply and complete admission to the teacher education pro
gram during the sophomore year. Admission to teacher education is re
quired of all students seeking provisional certification and is a separate
procedure from admission to UTB/TSC. A student may petition to sub
stitute experience and/or professional training direcdy related to the cer
tificate being sought for part ofithe preparation program requirements.
Upon request, a committee'will be appointed by the Dean of the School
of Education to review and make a recommendation concerning the peti
tion.

Undergraduate Level

• Completion of the Watson-Glasser Test of Critical Thinking with!
minimum score of 50.
'

• A minimum score of 500 on the written or 173 on the computerize
version of the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) i!
required for foreign students.
• Criminal History Check: Applications are available at the Field Ex|
perience office
- „
Students who do not meet the criteria for admission into Teacher Educafj
tion may apply for provisional enrollment which:
- provides astudent who does not have clear admission into the Teacher
Education program the opportunity to enroll for up to six semester1
credit hours of pedagogy and professional responsibility courses. ;SJT
- requires that the student applyand be admitted into the teacher edmj
cation program in order to be registered for additional pedagogy and
professional responsibility classes.
Applications are available at the School of Education reception desk.

Graduate Level
Students applying for admission,to the Teacher Education program at the J
graduate level must hold a bachelors degree in a related field. In addition|
to applying to the university for admission as a graduate student, an offi-;J
cial application for admission to teacher education must be submitted tog
the teacher education program. Admission requirements include:
• A minimum grade point average of 2.5 is required for both overall1
and content teaching areas.
• Completion of three semester credit hours of speech with a mini
mum grade of B or better. '
,
«
*

Students .must submit an official Application for Admission to Teacher
Education and meet the following requirements:
• Completion of 48 semester credit hours of the Core curriculum with
a minimum 2.5 grade point average with and overall grade point
average of 2.5. •
• Passed all parts of the Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP) exam:
260 in reading; 230 in writing; 230 in math.
• Students who score lower than a 260 in reading may retake the test
or elect to substitute an appropriate reading score on a departmen. tally approved test;
• Students who are TASP exempt must submit a composite score on
the TAAS, ACT, or SAT at or above the level set by the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board:
TAAS: a minimum scale score of 1770 on the writing test, aTexas
Learning Index (TLI) of 86 on the mathematics test and 89
on the reading test, or
ACT: composite scare of 23 with a minimum of 19 on both the
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•* Foreign students must submit a minimum score of 550 on the writ-M
ten version or213onthe computerized version of theTest of English jj
as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
• Meet university requirements for admission into the graduate school." J
• Criminal History Check: Application forms are available at the Field "j
Experience office.

Unconditional Admission
Requirements for Unconditional Admission to the M.Ed, program are:
- an undergraduate GPA of 3.0 or higher on a 4.0 scale,
- a GPA of 3.0 or higher on any previous graduate work,
- A completed application consisting of items 1-6 found in the "Ad
missions Application" section,
- A combined score of800 or better on the verbal and either the quan- ; j
titative or the analytical portions of the Graduate Record Examina-|
tion.

nditionalAdmission '

-<*,•'

,

•

^;vl%

' ,

applicant with a verbal-and quantitative score totaling 600--799 and/or
iiessithah a 3.0 GPA may be granted Conditional Admission upon apSial of the Dean of Graduate Studies and Sponsored Programs. Special
requirements or other conditions may be imposed by the academic
!l@iftment. Conditions may require that additional undergraduate or
tgaduate semester hours be taken, that a specific grade point average be
Jmaintainedor some other condition be met by the student. If conditions
llaie not met, the student may be barred from subsequent registration in
graduate program. Normally students must satisfy conditions of their
Ipmbation Within the first twelve hours of graduate smdy. A student in

~ Criminal History Check: Application forms are available at the Field
Experience office

•

Alternative Certification Program (ACP):
Students applying for admission to ACP must apply for admission to the
university at either the graduate or post-baccalaureate level and meet the
requirements for the respective level. Without a GRE score the student
may apply for admission as a post-baccalaureate smdent and complete the
application process for the graduate program within the first semester. All
smdents must submit a current criminal history check. Application forms
are available at the Alternative Certification Office.
Admission to the Teacher Education Program must be completed by Al

Conditional Admission may not hold an assistantship.

ternative Certification Program applicants before registering for pedagogy
and professional responsibility courses, or any of the academic courses

^Provisional Admission
Ipll^piicapts seeking an admission as a graduate student, who are unable to
Hcomplete the admission file, may be granted provisional admission, upon
Ipjie recommendation of the Dean of Graduate Studies and Sponsored Proftmnis,.
Provisional admission allows a student to register for up to six ,
jfl|f|raduate hours without the required GRE or TOEFL scores. A complete.
ffifajid satisfactory admissions application file must be received by the AdP|ra5ssiohs and Registrars Office before the end of the semester. Students
jl!|pi provisional'admission will not be permitted to enroll in graduate
|||a>ursework for more than one semester. A student with provisional ad' 18 mission status may not hold an assistantship.

offered in the School of Education.

Field Experiences
The teacher preparation program requires smdents to enroll in education
courses that require avariety of training activities scheduled in area schools.
These experiences include such things as classroom observations, working
with mentor teachers, tutoring smdents, small group work and lesson pre
sentations. Prior to initiating any field experiences smdents must meet the
following prerequisites:
• Clear admittance to the Teacher Education Program.

f}% Non degree or Transient Student

[

• Criminal History Check. Each semester smdents must have a cur

^^tudents who wish to enroll in courses but do not plan to pursue a pro- gram leading to a graduate degree or certificate may enroll by completing
application for admission form, providing transcripts, paying the re
fillSquired application fee, registering for the course, and paying tuition/fees.
These students are classified as non-degree seeking or transient and mfy
preceive academic credit. A transient student who registers for academic
I credit and later decides to become a candidate for a degree must meet all
admissions criteria and may petition the graduate program for admission

j

rent check conducted through their local police department.
• TB test. Submit a current report (TB test forms are available in the •
Teacher Education Field Experience Office, Education Building Of
fice # 3.) The UTB/TSC Health Services Office is available for ad
ministration of TB tests every day from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. ex
cept on Thursdays.
• Clear demonstration of commitment to professional standards and
ethics.

IS? as a degree-seeking student. A student who decides to become a degreei leeking student may apply up to 12 semester hours of graduate credit
| fyceiv td asa transient smdent if grades are a "B" or above and if the courses

AlljCriminal History Checks andTB tests are to be submitted to the course
instructor during the first week of class and all financial charges associated

glare relevant to the degree sought. Decisions on course relevance will be

with these are the responsibility of the student. Students that are clear will

&^made by the students major department.

receive a letter of introduction to take to the school indicating their ap

^^PMt-Baccalaureate (PB) Level:

,

^Students applying for admission to Teacher Education at the post-baccagjlaureate level must hold a bachelor's degree in a related field. In addition
jfif to applying to the university for admission, the student must submit an
III official application for admission to teacher education. Admission requiregJAments include:

-

.

•

- a m i n i m u m grade point average of 2.5 is required for both overall
and content teaching areas.

•'

.

- completion of three semester credit hours of speech with a minimum

proved assignment.

Student Teaching

.

. Smdent teaching is required in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
a provisional certificate in Texas. Senior level smdent teachers are assigned
regular classroom instruction with mentor teachers for one foil semester.
Students should be aware that no more than three hours of other coursework

may be taken concurrendy with student teaching. Before applying for sm
dent teaching, a student must meet the following prerequisites:
• Senior classification.

- grade of B or better.
_ for foreign smdents, a minimum score of 550 on the written version
or 213 on the computerized version of the Test of English as a For
eign Language (TOEFL).

,

- TASP reading score of260;TASP writing score of220; TASP math
score of 230, or

- meet university requirements for unconditional or non-degree ad

b'Sfo -

Completion of required professional education courses as specified
By the individual degree plan with a 2.50 GPA and no gracle lower
thanC.

,

• Be within six semester hours of completing required coursework in
each teaching field, discipline, and/or delivery system as specified by

- minimum 2.67 GPA on the last 60 semester credit hours, or

mission into the graduate school.

• 'Minimum overall GPA of 2.50

the degree plan, with a minimum 2,50 grade point average in each
area.

' .
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• Satisfactory TB test results on file,

Ull-M

• Completion of all course practicums.
Completion of all Reading/Literacy courses as required by the indi
vidual degree plan.
Criminal history search. Students must haye a current check con
ducted through the Department of Public Safety Office.
Clear demonstration of commitment to professional standards and
ethics.Application Procedure: For student teaching the following application
procedure must be completed before approval for student teaching. Stu
dents need to be aware that the application process for Student Teaching is
separate front the application for admission to Teacher Education.
• .File an official student teaching application form which is available
in theTeacher Education Field Experience Office. (Education Build
ing, Room # 3)
• Attach an up-to-date UTB/TSC transcript.
• Attach a copy of the official degree plan.
• Submit an application to the Teacher Education Field Experience
Office (Education Building, Room 3) by March 19 for the fell se
mester or by October 15 for the spring semester.

!ARTMEN| •X
Elementary Education - Bachelor of Arts in
Liberal Arts & Sciences (B.A.L.A.S.)
'

-

.i

Elementary Interdisciplinary Degree Program
The Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences (BALAS.) is offi
, to support the elementary teacher certification program.
The degree requires students choosing elementary certification, Earl
Childhood-Grade 4 Generalist or Early Childhood-Grade 4 Bilinguif
Generalist to complete an interdisciplinary degree plan consisting of ad
demic coursework relating to the curriculum areas taught in the eleme*
tary school (math, science, language arts/fine arts, kinesiology, reading).
The pedagogy and professional responsibility professional developmen
sequence of courses listed is required to complete elementary certification
for the Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences (BALAS) degree, f

PR O G R A M

OF

ST U D Y

Assignments to student teaching are based on the following:
Elementary Education
Students seeking an Early Childhood-4th grade generalist certificate
will be given a one half semester, all-day assignment in Early Child
hood and one half semester all day assignment in grades 1-4.
-

Students seeking Early Childhood-4th grade bilingual generalist will
be given a one half semester all day placement in a bilingual early
childhood Pre K or K classroom and a one half semester all day place
ment in an elementary bilingual classroom (grades 1-4)
• Students seeking an elementary certificate wifh a delivery system in
Generic Special Education will be assigned an all-day, one-half se
mester placement in an elementary classroom and an additional.allday, one-half semester placement in the delivery system.

Secondary Education
Secondary students seeking a certificate in a single Academic major
will receive an all-day one-semester placement in the specified major.
• Students seeking certification in two 24-hour fields will be assigned
an all-day, one-half semester placement for each of the two fields.
each additional field will require an all day placement in each field.
All-Level
• All-level majors will receive an all-day, half semester placement at
both the elementary and secondary levels. Each additional teaching
field will require an all-day placement.

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences
(BA..LA.S.) — Elementary Teacher Certification:
Early Childhood-4th Grade Generalist)
T
General Education Core Curriculum
4g jjou
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibilities
26hoti
EDCI
4203
Technology and the School Curriculum
,X
EDCI , 4301
Foundations of Education in a Diverse Society
EDCI
4302 <
Understanding Learners in F.C-4
EDCI
4304
Instructional Planning and Curriculum
Development
EDCI
4302
Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management
EDSL
4306
Content Area Methods in the ESL Classroom
SPED
4370
Foundations of Special Education
EDCI
4608 • Student Teaching EC-4
Reading: 15 hours
EDLI
3310
ED1I
3323
EDLI
3324
EPLI
3329
EDLI
3341
English: 12 hours

Emergent Literacy Early Childhood-Kindeigarten
f
Beginning Literacy lst-2nd Grades
Fluent Literacy' 3rd-4th Grades
Literacy and Assessment
Children's Literature

ENGL
ENGL
ENGL

Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics
English Grammar
Composition Techniques

3319
3330
4325

ENGL 4328
Introduction to English as a Second Language
4
:
Social Studies: 6 hours
GEOG

3320

Cultural Geography for Educators

HIST

3334

Mexico and the Borderlands through Indcpendeno
or
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HIST
3336
INDS
3304
MATH: 6 hours

Mexican American Heritage or
Frontier Studies: the U.S.-Mexico Border

MATH

Contemporary Mathematics I

3335

j# 3336

Contemporary Mathematics II

"l'Vnce6hours
SCIf; 4310
SGl'v' 4320

Physical Science for Teachers I f
Physical Science for Teachers II .

mhination of Subjects: 20 hours
.
EDCI
2101School and Society
IE3255
HealthandMotor DevelopmentEC-4
USI - 3299
Teaching Fine Arts for EC-4
,$L
4307
TeachingESL in the Pre K-lst Classrooms
EDSL
4308
Teaching ESL in the 2nd-4th Classrooms
EC 4385
Growth and Development of the Young Child
DEC 4389
The Environment and Early Childhood
SPED
4386
Modifications in Inclusive Settings
.\
,
(fetal number of hours required *
Minimum 124 hours
Maximum 139 hours

POGRAM OF STUDY
rti-r.i' -

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences
(B. LLA.S.) - Elementary Teaching
|Certification: Early Childhood-4th Grade
Bilingual Generalist)
General Education Core Curriculum
48 hours
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibilities
26 hours
EDCI
4203
Technology and the School Curriculum
EDCI
4301
Foundations of Educatiqn in a Diverse Society
IfiDCI
4302
Understanding Learners EC-4
lEDCI
4304
Instructional Planning and Curriculum
Development
'
4305
Instructional
Methodology
and
Classroom
EDCI
-&V
Management
JfV*- 4306
MATH & Science in the Bilingual Classroom
EDBI
(Spanish)
•
Foundations of Special Education
SPED
4370
Student Teaching EC-4 Bilingual Generalist
TDBI
4608
Reading: 12 hours
Emergent Literacy in the Bilingual Classroom
BILS
3310
(Spanish)
BILS
3312
Teaching Reading in the Bilingual Classroom
BILS
, BILS

3314
3316

(Spanish) ,
Language Arts and Social Studies (Spanish)
Assessment in the Bilingual Classroom (Spanish/

English)
. • •
English/Spanish 18 hours
Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics
ENGL 3319
English Grammar
ENGL 3330
Introduction to English as a Second LanguageENGL 4328
Spanish Grammar
SPAN
3330
Spanish Phonology and Phonetics
SPAN
4310
Children's Literature in Spanish
SPAN . 4368
Social Studies 6 hours
Cultural Geography for Educators
GEOG 3320
Mexico and the Borderlands or
HIST
3334
Mexican American Heritage
HIST
3335
12 hours
f Science/MATH
Contemporary Mathematics I
MATH 3335
Contemporary Mathematics II
MATH ' 3336

PSCI
4310.
Physical Science forTeachers I
PSCI
4320
Physical Science forTeachers II
Combination of Subjects: 17 hours
EDCI
2101
School and Society
KINE
3255
Health and Motor Development for EC-4
MUSI
3299
Teaching Fine Arts for EC-4
EDSL
4307
Teaching ESL Pre K-lst Classrooms
EDSL
4308
Teaching ESL 2nd-4th Grade Classrooms
EDEC 4385
Growth and Development of the Young Child
SPED
4386
Modifications in Inclusive Settings
,
/
Total number of hours required . .
139 hours

Endorsement
Middle School Teacher Certification
Middle School certification is available in Math, Science and English/Lan
guage Arts. The pedagogy and professional responsibility sequence of
courses listed is required to complete middle school certification for the
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Sciences degree for academic majors in
the College of LiberalArts and the College of Science, Math and Technol
ogy. For additional information about the specific course requirements,
contact the appropriate academic departments.

PROGRAM OF STUDY

Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science - Middle
School Teacher Certification (Grades 4-8)
General Education Core Curriculum
48 hours
Major Requirement
, Minimum 45-48 hours
Support Courses
16 hours
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Grades 4-8
26 hours
English/Language Arts
•
EDCI
4203
Technology and the School Curriculum
EDCI
4301
Foundations of Education in A Diverse Society
EDMG 4341.
Understanding Learners in the Middle Grades
EDMG 4342 , Instructional Planning & Curriculum for the
Middle Grades
EDMG' 4343
Methods and Classroom Management in the
Middle Grades
EDMG 4345
Teaching ELA in the Middle Grades
'
EDMG 4347
Teaching English Language Learners in the Middle
Grades
EDMG 4648
Student Teaching in the Middle Grades
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Grades 4-8
• 2b hours
Mathematics
EDCI .4203
EDCI
4301
EDMG 4341
EDMG 4342
EDMG

4343

EDMG

4346

EDMG

4347

Technology and the School Curriculum
• Foundations of Education in A Diverse Society
Understanding Learners in the Middle Grades
Instructional Planning & Curriculum for the
Middle Grades
Methods and Classroom Management in the
Middle Grades
Teaching Science and Mathematics in the Middle
Grades
Teaching English Language Learners in the Middle

Grades
EDMG 4648
Student Teaching in the Middle Grades
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Grades 4-8 •

26 hours
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Science

-•

•'

IT-S-'-j, -

•

7.

EDCI
4203
EDCI
4301
EDMG 4341
EDMG 4342

Technology and the School Curriculum
Foundations of Education in A Diverse Society
Understanding Learners in the Middle Grades .
Instructional Planning & Curriculum in the
Middle Grades
EDMG 4343
Methods and Classroom Management in the
Middle Grades
•/
EDMG 4346
Teaching Science and Mathematics in the Middle
' Grades
EDMG 4347
leaching English Language Learners in the Middle
Grades
EDMG 4648
Student Teaching in the Middle Grades
Minimum total hours
J24
Maximum total hours
I39

Secondary Education

Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Grades 8-12 fe
;
,
"
26 semester credit h
English/Language Arts/Kinesiology/Spanish/Histoty
^
EDCI • 4203 • Technology and the School Curriculum
i;
EDCI
43011
Foundations of Education in A Diverse Society;"
EDSC 4303
Understanding Learners in 8-12
EDSC 4374
Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
EDSC 4375
Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-1
EDSC 4376
Ethical Standards and Classroom Management for
8-12
'
EDSC
4380
Teaching ESL 8-12
EDSC. 4641
Student Teaching 8-12
•'*&
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Grades 8-12
26 semester credit ho
Mathematics

,

EDCI '4203
EDCI
4301
EDSC 4303
EDSC . 4374
EDSC 4375
EDSC 4376

Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility for Secondary Education
The pedagogy and professional responsibility sequence of courses listed is
required to complete secondary certification for the Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Science degrees. Please contact the appropriate academic de
partment for additional information

Technology and the School Curriculum
V
Foundations of Education in A Diverse Society^
Understanding Learners in 8-12
Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
%
Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-f
Ethical Standards and Classroom Management for
8-12

•

EDSC 4378
Teaching Mathematics in 8-12 Classrooms
EDSC
4641
Student Teaching 8-12
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Grades 8-12

Option I: single academic area, requires a minimum of 36 semester
credit hours
• Option II: two academic areas, requires a minimum of24 semester
credit hours in each academic area

/

;

26 semester credit hours

Science

Option IV: one Single composite academic area requires a minimum
of 48 semester credit hours

EDCI
EDCI
EDSC
EDSC
EDSC
EDSC

Option Is single academic area requiring a minimum of 36 semester
credit hours
Option I prepares the student to seek certification in a single academic
area (major). Major academic areas include: Art, Biology, Chemistry, En
glish, Government, History, Kinesiology, Mathematics, Physics, and Span
ish. Programs of Study for secondarycertification Option I which include
these majors lead to a Bachelor of Arts degree or a Bachelor of Science
degree. These programs of study are designed with a non-teaching minor
or without a minor. General Program of Study requirements are listed for
.secondary teaching certification using Option I. Refer to academic de
partments of the major for specific Option I requirements. [The student
must meet university and state guidelines for certification (see advisors)]

4203
4301
4303
4374
4375
4376

Technology and die School Curriculum
Foundations of Education in A Diverse Society I
Understanding Learners in 8-12
3:
Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
:*$•
Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-12
Ethical Standards and Classroom Management foif
8-12

.

'

EDSC 4379
Teaching Science in 8-12 Classrooms
EDSC 4641
Student Teaching 8-12
Total number of hours required
Minimum 12
Maximum 139 hours-

Note. See your Academic Advisor for assistance with selection of majors and.
minors and fir specific course requirements. The number ofrequired hours fir
the major and minor vary depending on thedepartmental requirements. Con-'
tact the appropriate Academic Department fir additional information.

Secondary Teaching Certification

PROGRAM OF STUDY

PROGRAM OF STUDY

Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
(Secondary Teacher Certification -(Grades 8-12)

Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
(Secondary Teaching Certification - Option I :|f
without a Non-Teaching Minor)

General Education Core Curriculum
'
Major Requirement
Support Courses/Minor/Combination of Subjects
Select One:
English/Language Arts
History
Kinesiology
Mathematics
Science
Spanish
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4g hours
47-48 hours
10-18 hours

* Kinesiology
* Spanish
* Pending SBEC action; see advisor
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EDSC
. •
EDCI
EDSC,

;

JaBekr of Arts or Bachelor of Science
fSecpndary Teaching Certification - Option II)

Methods & Techniques of Teaching Music in the
Secondary School
Student Teaching - Elementary
Student Teaching-Secondary

4311
4398

Bachelor of Science in All-Level Kinesiology

^"Kinesiology
ASpanish

Major requirements 1
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility 26 hours
EDCI
4203
Technology and the School Curriculum
EDCI
4301
Foundations of Education in a Diverse Society
EDCI
4302
Understanding Learners in EC-4 or
EDSC. 4303
Understanding ,Learners in 8-12
EDCI. 4304
Instructional Planning and Curriculum
•, Development
EDCI
4305 ' Instructional Methodology and Classroom

feruling SBEC action; see advisor
!&qnd Teaching Area - Minimum 24 hours)
«KtOne (Other than designated major):
"Generic Special Education
"Kinesiology
^-"Spanish

4329 ,

•

Management

ending SBEC action; see advisor
level Certification
Level Certification Options require 36 to 55 semester hours in the
*'-jor field.. Some subjects and areas require more than the minimum.
[Options include:

Study and course selections information.
All Level - Option II: One 44-semester credit hour academic area
(Kinesiology) Note: See the Kinesiology Department for Program of
Study and course selections information.

Bachelor of Arts in All-Level Art
"ajor Requirements 1
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Sequence
4i"
26 semester credit hours
•EDCI
EDCI
EDCI
EDSC
DCI

4203
4301

Technology and the School Curriculum
Foundations of Education in a Diverse Society

4302
4303
4304

lEDCI

4305

EDSC
EDSC

4374
4377

Understanding Learners EC-4 or
Understanding Learners 8-12
Instructional Planning and Curriculum
Development
Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management
Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
Methods 8£ Techniques of Teaching Art in the

EDSC

4376

Secondary School
Ethical Standards and Classroom Management for

EDCI

4311
4398

Student Teaching-Elementary
Student Teaching- Secondary

Grades 8-12
Student Teaching-Elementary
StudentTeaching-Secondary

Note: A second teaching field.requires a minimum of24 hours in the minor
and an additional three hours student teaching. The second teaching field
certification is for grades 8-12 only.

Alternative Certification Program
The Alternative Certification Program (ACP) is a cooperative endeavor
with area public schools designed for prospective public school teachers
. with degrees from accredited colleges or universities in disciplines other
than education. The UTB/TSC program is one of 23 programs in Texas.
Certification is offered in:

Elementary (PK-6)
Bilingual/ESL (PK-6)
Elementary (1-6)
Bilingual/ESL (1-6)
Admission into the program requires a student to have completed a mini
mum of 24 semester credit hours from English, Math, Science, Social
Studies (History, Government, Economics & Geography) with a mini
mum of three semester credit hours from each area and a maximum of 9
in any one area.
Secondary (6-12)
'

.

Art, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Information Systems, English, En
glish Language Arts, Government, History, Mathematics, Music, Physical
Education, Physics, Reading, Science Composite, Social Studies Com
posite, Spanish, Admission into the program requires a student to have in
the certification field the equivalent of a major in the certification field..

; Bachelor of Arts in All-Level Music
Major requirements 1
Professional Development Sequence: 26 semester credit hours
EDCI
4203
Technology and the School Curriculum
Foundations of Education in a Diverse Society
EDCI
4301
Understanding
Learners EC-4 or
EDCF 4302
Understanding Learners in 8-12
EDSC 4303
Instructional Planning and Curriculum
EDCI
4305
EDSC
EDCI

Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
. Ethical Standards and Classroom Management for

• Elementary Education with areas of concentration in

8-12

4311
4398

4374
4376

EDSC

All Level - Option I: One 48-semester credit hour academic area
(Art, Music) Note: See the Fine Arts Department for Program of

cDCI
-EDSC

EDSC
EDSC

All Level (PK-12)
\

English as a Second Language
Generic Special Education
Kinesiology

,

'

Music

Development
4374 * Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
4328 * Methods & Techniques of Teaching Music in the

Program prerequisites include a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
institution, and an overall GPA and content teaching area GPA of 2.50.

Elementary School •
_
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Students applying fot admission to ACP must apply for admission to the' K Bilingual ESL fPK-6) Phase I
EDCI
4305
Instructional Methodology and Classroom
university at either the graduate or post-baccalaureate level and meet.the
Management
requirements For the respective level. "Without a GRE score the student
BILC
4320 , English As A Second Language
may apply for admission as a post-baccalaureate student and complete the
application process for the graduate program within the first setliester
EDEC 4385
Growth and Development ofYoung Children
EDLI
3323
Beginning Literacy lst-2nd Grades Phase II
Admission to the Alternative Certification Program must be completed
BILC
4325
Teaching Reading in the Bilingual Classroom
before registering for pedagogy and professional responsibility courses, in
BILC
3316 ' Ftrst.and Second Language Acquisition
the School of. All students must submit a current criminal history check.
EDEC 4386
Basic Skills in Early Childhood Education:
Upon completion of entry requirements, an employment contract and
Foundations for Formal Learning
approval as an intern, the following must be accomplished within one
EDCI
4302
Understanding Learners in EC-4
calendar year.
'
. EDCI
4620
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
• Attend workshop seminars/campus pre-service training sessions,
EDCI
4621
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
• Complete all required university coursework with no grade lower
Bilingual/ESL (1-6)
'
H
than a "C",
"
Phase I • Meet all other departmental requirements and benchmark activities.
EDCI
4305
Instructional Methodology and Classroom
• In addition student eligibilitystatus to register for the various ExCET
Management
•
_
'
|3
tests is dependent upon completing all state/departmental require
BILC -3317
The Bilingual Curriculum in the Content Areas i
ments including the following
BILC
4320
English as a Second Language
EDLI
3323
Beginning Literacy lst-2nd Grades Phase II
• meet all departmental requirements including grade point average
BILC
. 4325
Teaching Reading in the Bilingual Classroom
and benchmark examinations.Additional information about bench
EDCI
4302 . Educational Psychology in the Elementary School!
mark requirements may be obtained by contacting each of the differ
•
Understanding Learners in EC-4
ent academic departments.
BILC
3316
First and Second Language Acquisition
• Passing score on required ExCET and TOPT examinations, and
EDCI
4620
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
^
• Completion of required school district and ACP office paperwork
EDCI • 4621
.Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
and setdement of all financial obligations.
All Level •

Elementary
Education courses taken prior to completion of a Baccalaureate degree
may not be applied to meet Alternative Certification Program entry re
quirements.
Elementary (PK-6)
4305

SPED
EDEC
READ

3370
4385.
3323

Phase II
EDCI
4302
EDEC 4386
READ
EDCI
EDCI

3326
4620
4621

BILC
READ

- 4320
4367

EDLI
4351
Phase II

Phase I
EDCI

English as a Second Language (PK-12)
Phase I

Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management
Introduction to Exceptional Children
Growth and Development ofYoung Children
Literacy in the Elementary School
Understanding Learners in EC-4
Basic Skills in Early Childhood Education:
Foundations for Formal Learning
Reading Across the Curriculum-Elementary
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools •

BILC
EDSC
BILC
EDCI
EDCI.

3310
4303
3316
4620
4621

EDCI

4305

SPED
EDLI
EDCI

3370
3323
4302

READ
EDCI
EDCI

3326
4620
4621
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Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management
Introduction to Exceptional Children
Beginning Literacy lst-2nd Grades Phase II
Educational Psychology in the Elementary School
Understanding Learners in EC-4
Reading Across the Curriculum - Elementary .
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools .

Foundations of Bilingual Education
, Understanding Learners 8-12
First and Second Language Acquisition *
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools

Special Education (PK-12)
Phase I
EDCI

4305

EDSC
SPED
SPED

4375
3370
4301

Elementary (1-6)
Phase I

English as a Second Language
Teaching Reading to Children with Limited
English Proficiency or
Reading in the Content Area

READ 3327
Phase II
SPED

4385

SPED
SEED
EDCI
EDCI

4375
4372 ,
4620
4621

Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management
Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-121
Introduction to Exceptional Children
Language Development and Communication ''c|f
Disorders
. •
Reading and the Exceptional Child
Classroom Approaches and Modifications for
Students with Special Needs
Testing and Assessment of Exceptional Individuals J?
Special Education in Inclusive Settings
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools

VT>I

U}>-

1;": •'•'-y.' rj.y,v 'V

-$r;

Biology (PK-12)
'haste I"
CI : 4305
SC

4375
. 3370
3323
4351

Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management
Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-12
Introduction to Exceptional Children
Beginning Literacy lst-2nd Grades
Reading in the Content Area

.•

'•

:

•"

Minor (Non-Teaching - minimum 18 hours) .
18 hours
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Courses
26 hours
EDCI
4203.
Technology and the School Curriculum
• EDCI
4301
Foundations of Education in a Diverse Society
EDSC 4303
Understanding Learners in 8-12
EDSC 4374
Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
EDSC 4375
Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-12
EDSC 4376
Ethical Standards and Classroom Management for
8-12

EDSC 4641 Student Teaching
Additional Requirements
EDLI
4351
Reading in the Content Area

Understanding Learners in EC-4
Understanding Learners 8-12
Reading Across the Curriculum-Elementary
Adolescent Literature
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools

4375
3370
3323
4351
4302
4303
3326
3351
4620
4621

Understanding Learners in EC-4 or
Understanding Learners 8-12
Reading Aqross the Curriculum - Elementary
Adolescent Literature
,
*
Internship: Elementary/Secondar^ Schools
Internship: Elementary/Secondary Schools

I

ffEDSC.
gREAD
sEDLi
Iedci
4edci

D

ioidgy

Pr

P R O G R A M

Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management
Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-12
Introduction to Exceptional Children
Beginning Literacy lst-2nd Grades
Reading in the Content Area

4305
fEDSC
?VSPED
. EDLi .
J.EDLI
®Phase II
FJDCI

Electives ;
Total number of hours required
•
.
V

o g r a m

—

'

"
•

.

epartmeni

St

o f

u d y
;

Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
{Teacher Certification — Secondary: Grades 8-12
with a Non-Teaching Minor)
General Education Core Curriculum
48 hours
Kinesiology Major Requirements
36 hours
KINE
1301
Introduction to Sport and Exercise Science
*<JE >1306
(CINE
3309
KINE
3314
KINE . 3330
KINE
3340
llQNE
3353
KINE
KINE

3370
4310

Biomechanics
,
.
Measurement Techniques' in Physical and Exercise

4351
1111
1114
1124
llxx
llxx

Sports
The Adapted Kinesiology Program
Folk and Square Dancing
Gymnastics
Swimming
(TeamSport) .
(Individual/Dual Sport)

•
KINE
KINE
KINE
iKlNE
KlNE
KINE

First Aid
Modified Team and Individual Sports
Dance for Children and Adolescence
Coaching Sports
Principles of Wellness and Fitness
Physiology of Exercise and Human Performance

O F

3 hours

136 hours

S T U D Y

Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
(Teacher Certification - Secondary: Grades 8-12
with a Teaching Minor)
General Education Core Curriculum
48 hours
Kinesiology Major Requirements
36 hours
KINE
1301
Introduction to Sport and Exercise Science •
KINE
KENE
KINE
KINE
KINE
KINE

1306
3309
3314
3330
3340 .
3353

FirstAid
Modified Team and Individual Sports
Dance for Children and Adolescence
Coaching Sports
Principles of Wellness and Fitness
Physiology of Exercise and Human Performance

KINE
KINE

3370
4310

' Biomechanics
Measurement Techniques in Physical and Exercise

Sports
KINE
4351
The Adapted Kinesiology Program
KINE
lll'l
Folk arid Square'Dancing
KINE' 1114
Gymnastics
KINE
1124
Swimming
KINE
llxx
(Team Sport)
KINE
llxx
(Individual/Dual Sport)
KINE
llxx
(Activity Elective)
Minor (Second Teaching Area; Minimum 24 hours)
24 hours
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Courses
26 hours
EDCI
4203
Technology and the School Curriculum
EDCI
4301
Foundations of Education in a Diverse Society
EDSC 4303 ' Understanding Learners in 8-12
. EDSC 4374
Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
EDSC 4375 , Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-12
EDSC 4376
Ethical Standards and Classroom Management for
8-12
EDSC 4641,
Student Teaching
Additional Requirements
EDLI
4351
Reading in the Content Area
Electives
•
Total number of hours required

3 hours

135 hours
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KINE
1114
Gymnastics
KINE
1124
Swimming
KINE
xxxx •
(Team Sport Elective),
Total number of hours required .

Kinesiology Minor - Secondary Teacher
Certification

Option II: Grades 8-12
24 hours; minimum of 12 hours of which must be advanced ~
Sports Activity Element
" 5 hours
. Kinesiology Core
KINE
KINE
KINE
KINE •
KINE
KINE
KINE

1301
3309
3330
3340
3353
3370
4310

KINE

4351

.

;

;

Introduction to Sport and Exercise Science
Modified Team and Individual Sports
Coaching of Sports
'
Principles of Wellness & Fitness
Physiology of Exercise & Human Performance
Biomechanics
Measurement Techniques in Physical Exercise &
Sports
The Adapted Kinesiology Program

PROGRAM OF STUDY

General Education Core Curriculum '
48 hours
Kinesiology Major Requirements
39 hours
KINE
1301
Introduction to Sports and Exercise Science
KINE
1306
First Aid
,
3302

Foundations of Sports and Exercises for
PreAdoiescence
KINE
3309
Modified Team and Individual Sports
KINE
3314
Dance for Children and Adolescence.
KINE
3320
History and Principles of Sport and Movement
Science
KINE
3330
Coaching of Sports
KINE
3340
Principles of Wellness and Fitness
KINE
3353
Physiology of Exercise and Human Performance
KINE
3356
Aesthetics (Harmony) of Movement
K3NE
3370
Biomechanics
KINE
4310
Measurement Techniques in Physical Exercise and
Sports
•
KINE
4351
The Adapted Kinesiology Program
Minor (minimum 18 hours)
18 hours
Pedagogy and Professional Responsibility Courses
26 hours
EDCI
4203
Technology and the School Curriculum
EDCI
4301
Foundations of Education in a Diverse
Society
EDCI
4302
Understanding Learners EC-4 or
EDSC . 4303
Understanding Learners in 8-12
EDSC, 4374
Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
EDSC 4375
Strategies for Delivering Instruction for Grades 812
EDSC
4376
Ethical Standards and Classroom Management for
8-12

EDCI
4311
Student Teaching-Elementary
EDCI
4398
Student Teaching- Secondary
Additional Requirements •
EDLI
4351
Reading in the Content Area
KINE
1111
Folk and Square Dancing
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PROGRAM OF STUDY

Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology/Exercise
Science (Non-Certification Degree)
Exercise Science
.
The program emphasizes the study of exercise from an integrated bidj
chemical, neurological, physiological, and biomechanical perspective,Tfjel
program is offered to undergraduate students who wish to prepare fiftl
work in such diverse fields as medical and allied health professions, indu
try, private business, hospitals, state and private institutions, and amateu
and' professional sport teams that require expertise dealing with multidil
mensional aspects of exercise and fitness.
Kinesiology

Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
(Teaching Certification - All Level Option II:
Grades Pre-K -12)

KINE

136 hob

7 hours

The program is offered to undergraduate students who intend to prepare!
for non-teaching careers in the subject field of Kinesiology. Work opporfj
tunities include city recreation departments, YWCAs, YMCAs, Boys aridj
Girls Clubs, and Adult Care Centers.
Tracks for the Kinesiology/Exercise Science consist of the Core, Concenl
tration, and Sport Activity courses.
«!
General Education Core Curriculum
48 hours!
Kinesiology Major Requirements
35-39 hours'!
Kinesiology Core: 15 hours
KINE
1301
Introduction to Sport and Exercise Science
KINE
1306
First Aid
KINE
3353
Physiology of Exercise and Human Performance .1
KINE
3370
Biomechanics
-31
KINE
4310
Measurement Techniques in Physical and Exercise*||
Sports
For Exercise Science Select: 24 hours
'
KINE
3302
Foundations of Sports and Exercises for PreAdolescences
KINE
3309
Modified Team and Individual Sports
.
KINE
3311
Psychological Behavior in Sports
• KINE
3312
The Intramural Program
KINE
3320
History and Principles of Sports and Movement yf|
Sciences
KINE
3340
Principles of Wellness and Fitness
KINE
3352 ;
Care, Treatment and Prevention of Athletic Injuries-f
KINE
4320
Management of Sports in Recreational Programs
KINE
4351
The Adapted Kinesiology Program
KINE
4356 • Motor Learning and Human Performance
KINE
4663
Exercise Science Internship
For Kinesiology Select: 20 hours
Kinesiology Activities (5 hours)
KINE
1111
Folk and Square Dance
KINE
1114
Gymnastics
KINE
1124
Swimming
KINE
11xx
Team Sports (Elective)
KINE
1Ixx
Individual/Dual Sports (Elective!)
Minor (minimum 18 hours)
Electives

18 hours '

• :>r - n-;
|&tal number of hours required

124 hours

ffchool Specialties Department
IElementary Education: Generic Special Education (Pre-K through 12th)
VGeneric Special Education: 18 hours (Pre K through 12th).
SGeneric Special Education Requirement
Students must complete each block of courses before enrolling in the next

SPED

4302

Htf

-

Block 3
gpED
4375
SPED
4385
"0<<
Block 4
.SPED
4395

Language Development and Communication
Disorders
'
Cognitive Development Associated with
Exceptionalities
Testing and Assessment of Exceptional Individuals
Classroom Approaches and Modifications for
Students with Special Needs
Practicum in Generic Special Education

Jeacher Certification Secondary Option II Minor
•

.27 hours

; Students must complete each blockof courses before enrolling in the next
'block
Blockl
SPED
3370
Block 2
SPED
4301
„f„
SSPED 4302

SPED
TONE

4372

4351

Introduction to Exceptional Children
Language Development and Communication
Disorders
Cognitive Development Associated with
Exceptionalities
Special Education in Inclusive Settings
The Adapted Kinesiology Program

Block 3

SPED
SPED
SPED
»v.

4307
4375
4385

ment,
.
- communicate effectively with children, their families and child care
providers,
- collaborate with other child development professionals in a struc
tured child care setting,
- assume responsibility, adhering to legal and ethical standards, as well
as achieving professional and personal growth.

Introduction to Exceptional Children

•Generic Special Education

Program Competencies
Upon completion of the program, the graduate will:
- apply child care development theories and principles in providing
appropriate developmental care and guidance,
- demonstrate a clear understanding of qualitychild care and develop

LT'hours must be advanced (3000, 4000 Level)

block:
Block 1
SPED
3370
|Block2
4301
.SPED

•Jt 1%;:;

Field Experience in Generic Special Education
Testing and Assessing of Exceptional Individuals
Classroom Approaches and Modifications for
Students with Special Needs

Block 4
SPED
4395
Practicum in Generic Special Education
Blocks designate sequence of courses for student to complete

PROGRAM OF STUDY

Certificate of Proficiency — Child Care and
Development
Child Care and Development Courses
36 hours
General Education
'
3 hours
Total number of hours required
39 hours
Program of Study Requirements
First Semester
CDEC 1318
Nutrition, Health, and Safety
CDEC 1319
Child Guidance •
CDEC 1354!
Child Growth & Development
CDEC.- 1359 • Children with Special Needs
Second Semester
CDEC 1313
Curriculum Resources for Early Childhood
Programs
CDEC 1396
Special Topics in Administration of Programs for
Children
CDEC 1367
Practicum in Child Development
CDEC 2321
The Infant andToddler
PSYC
2308
Child Psychology,
First Summer Session
CDEC 1357
Math & Science for Early Childhood
CDEC 2326
Administration of Programs for Children I
Second Summer Session
CDEC 1358
Creative Arts for Early Childhood
CDEC 2328
Administration of Program for Children II

PROGRAM OF STUDY

Associate in Applied Science - Child Care and
Development
Child Care and Development
General Education
Total number of hours required

The Child Care and Development program is designed to provide instruction and field experiences necessary for successful care and guidance
of young children from birth to five years of age. Emphasis is on the im
portance and need for early childhood education and quality care of chil
dren. Field work can be completed at the students place of employment
(child care facility) or at the Raul J. Guerra Early Childhood Center.

47 hours
18 hours
65 hours

Program of Study Requirements
Freshman Year
First Semester
,
CDEC 1318
Nutrition, Health and Safety
CDEC. 1319
Child Guidance
CDEC 1354
Child Growth & Development
•
CDEC 1356
Emergent Literacy for Early Childhood
COSC 1310
Computer Literacy
Second Semester
Page 99

CDEC

1313

Curriculum Resources for Early Childhood
Programs
,
CDEC 1367
Practicum in Child Development
CDEC 2321
The infant and Toddler
PSYC
2308
Child Psychology
First Summer Session
CDEC 1357
Math & Science for Early Childhood
CDEC 2326
Administration of Program for Children I
Second Summer Session
CDEC 1358
CDEC 2328
Sophomore Year
First Semester
CDEC 1359
CDEC 2587
SPCH
1315
GOVT 2301 ,
Second Semester
CDEC 1396

Creative Arts for Early Childhood
Administration of Program for Children II .

Children with Special Needs
Internship-Early Childhood Provider/Assistance
Fundamentals of Speech
American Government I
SpecialTopics in Administration of Programs for
Children
The School Age Child
Composition I

CDEC 2341
ENGL, 1301
MATH 13xx

Education
Certification requires passing scores on state required ExCET examiiL^
tions is required for the Early Childhood Endorsement. The Early Child
hood Education endorsement may be added to valid elementary, she
education, or vocational home economics certificates. •

English as a Second Language
12 semester credit hours
BILC
EDCI
BILC
EDCI

3305
6388
4320
6324

BILC
ENGL

3316
3319

>

Foundations of Multicultural Education or
Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education
English as a Second Language or
Second Language Teaching Theory &
Methodology
First and Second Language Acquisition
Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics

Certification requires passing scores on state required ExCET examina
tions is required for the Early Childhood Endorsement. The Early Child
hood Education endorsement may be added to valid elementary, special
education, or vocational home economics certificates.

1314 College Algebra or MATH 1332, Math for
Liberal Arts, or MATH 1324 Business Algebra

Those who desire to transfer to a senior institutionshould see academicadvisor
to ensure transfer of credit.

Endorsements

,

The School of Education also offers endorsements in Bilingual Educa
tion, Early Childhood Education and English as a Second language A
teaching certificate is required for enrollment in these programs. Students
interested should contact the Curriculum & Instruction Department for
information and advisement. (Students may substitute graduate courses
for endorsement course requirements - see advisor).
,4

Bilingual Education
12 semester credit hours

'

BILC
BILC
EDCI
BILC
EDCI

3316
3317
6327
4320
6324

First and Second Language Acquisition
Bilingual Curriculum in Content Areas or
ESL Techniques in the Content Area
English as a Second Language or
Second Language Teaching:Theory &
Methodology

BILS

4325

EDCI

6328

Teaching Reading in the Bilingual Classroom or
Problems in Teaching English as a Second
Language

Certification , requires The bilingual •endorsement requires, in addition to
coursework, passing scores on state required ExCET examinations.

Early Childhood Education
15 semester credit hours
BILC
EDCI
EDEC
EDEC

3305
6388
4385
4387

EDEC
EDEC

4389
4395
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Foundations of Multicultural Education or
Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education
Growth and Development in Young Children
Language, Creativity and Self-Expression in Early
Childhood
The Environment and Early Childhood
Seminar and Practicum in Early Childhood

courses in Allied Health programs will not count toward graduation re

CHOOL OF HEALTH
W:

•

quirements if they are mote than three years old.

Diagnostic Medical Sonography

•

CIENCES

Diagnostic Medical Sonography, sometimes called ultrasound, is one of
the fastest growing Diagnostic Imaging fields. This program prepares stu
dents for practice as Registered Diagnostic Medical Sonographers. Appli
cation is being made for appropriate accreditation and upon graduation,
students will be eligible to take the examinations of General Physics and
Instrumentation, Abdomen, Obstetrics and Gynecology. This is a selec
tive admission program and applicants are generally expected to have a

Certificates & Degrees Offered
flied Health Department
[agnostic Medical Sonography

prior certification in an allied health care field.

Relate in Applied Science - Diagnostic Medical Sonography
ergency Medical Technology
:

PROGRAM OF STUDY

* •

Associate in Applied Science
(AA.S.) - Diagnostic Medical Sonography

plicationfor State Certification: EMT-Basic, EMT-Intermediate, EMT-

Patamedic
rtificate of Proficiency - Emergency Medical Technology
^Associate in Applied Science - Emergency Medical Technology

Pre-Program Courses
,

Medical Laboratory Technology
isociate in Applied Science - Medical Laboratory Technology
diologic Technology
ociate in Applied Science -Radiologic Technology

.

Respiratory Therapy
Associate in Applied Science - Respiratory Therapy
Tursi.ng

Credits

PHYS
1301
PHYS
1101
BIOL
2301
BIOL
2101
BIOL
2302
BIOL
2102
MATH .1314

General Physics I
,
General Physics I lab
Anatomy and Physiology I and
Anatomy and Physiology I-Lab
Anatomy and Physiology II-and
Anatomy and Physiology II-Lab
College Algebra

Totals
Freshman Year
Fall
SPCH
1315;
HPRS
1106
DMSO 1441
DMSO 1355
HPRS
1101
Totals ,

Department

Certification of Proficiency - Vocational Nursing
Associate in Applied Science- Associate Degree Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing - Degree Completion Program for Registered Nurses

Class

•

Master of Science in Nursing - Cooperative Degree Program with The
'nivcrsity of Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio

Spring
HPRS
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
Totals

The following statement applies to these programs:
• Diagnostic Medical Sonography
• Emergency Medical Technology

• Radiologic Technology
• Respiratory Therapy

fessional.
Satisfactory Progress and Applicable Degree Plan
r Students who are admitted to an Allied Health program must make con
tinuous satisfactory progress toward completion of their degree plans.
Continuous satisfactory progress means a minimum grade of C must be
obtained in each course requited in the degree plan. A student who leaves
; the program prior to completion must apply for readmission. A student
readmitted must follow the degree plan in effect on die date of readmis
sion. Because of rapidly changing technology in health care, technical

'

Fundamental of Speech
Medical Terminology
Ultrasound I
•
Pathophysiology
Introduction to Health Professions

'

Total
SummerII
DMSO 1167

•Articulation: Each Allied Health Program articulates with high school
Health Science programs through the Health Science Core Curriculum,
which consists of HPRS 1101 Introduction to Health Sciences, HPRS
11106 Medical Terminology, HPRS 1204 Basic Skills fot the Health Pro

3+0=3
, 0+3=1
3+0=3
0+3=1
3+0=0
•<
0+3=1
3+0=3
12+11=16

'

3+0-3
,

1+0=1

3+4=4
3+0=3
1+0=1
11+0=12

•

1204
Basic Health Professional Skills ,
2441
Ultrasound II
1342 - Intermediate Acoustical Physics
1266
Practicum

Summer I
DMSO 1166
PSYC
2301

• Medical Laboratory Technology

Lec+Lab=Cralit

Practicum
Introduction to Psychology

.

1+4=2
3+4=4
3+0=3
0+16=2
7+32=11
0+7=1

3+0=3
3+7=4

Practicum
Electives-Humanities

0+7=1

3+0=3
3+7=4

Total
Sophomore Year
Fall
ENGL 1301

Composition

3+0=3

DMSO
DMSO
DMSO

Ultrasound III
Advanced Acoustical Physics
Practicum

2+4=3

2342
2343
1267

Total

3+0=3
, 0+16=2
8+20=11

Spring
Computer Elective TCIS or COSC

—

—

3+0=3
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ARTS

2346

Ceramics I

This course investigates the basic ceramic processes of handbuilding, throw
ing, glazing, and'the firing of clay. Prerequisite: ARTS 1312. Lec 2, Lab 4
Ind 3, Cr 3
'
"
,
. ARTS . 2347

Ceramics II

Continuation of Ceramics I with emphasis on glaze formulation. Prerequi
site: ARTS 1312. Lec 2, Lab 4, Ind 3, Cr 3
ARTS

2356

Photography I

'

i

Study of fundamental lighting, posing, camera techniques, composition, pro
cessing and printing relating to all shooting with special emphasis on por
traits and still life. Prerequisite: ARTS 1311; Lec 2, Lab 4, Ind 3, Cr 3
ARTS

2357

;

P h o t o g r a p h yI I

• . \

Continuation of ARTS 2356. Prerequisite:ARTS 2356. Lec 2, Lab 4, Ind 3
Cr 3
' '
ARTS 3303 Italian Renaissance (1400-1650)
This course will study the major artists of the Italian Renaissance and will
focus on the development of Neo'Classicism and NeoPlatonicism. Prerequi, site: ARTS 1303 and ARTS 1304. Lec 3, Cr 3
\
ARTS

3314

Individual Problems

Phis Course will allow the student to work on advanced individual projects to
be completed under faculty supervision on. a one-to-one basis. This course
may be repeated for a total of 12 HOURS credit. Lab 6, Cr 3
ARTS

3321

Advanced Painting

Ad vanced studio problems in painting. This course may be repeated four
times for a total of 12 hours credit. Prerequisite: ARTS 2316. Lec 2, Lab 4,
Ind 3, Cr 3

ARTS 3383 Art in the Secondary School
Survey of visual education at the sefcondary level. Required for teachinga
the junior and senior high school. Lec 3, Cr 3
ARTS 3384 Perceptions and Expression in Art II
A continuation of Perceptions and Expressions in Art I, but with a
emphasis on studio activities for teachers of elementary andi middle scho
art. Prerequisite: ARTS 3381 or permission of instructor. Lec 3, Cr 3tl|j
ARTS 4301 Senior Experience in Art
This course provides a capstone experience for theart major. It is d^,s,lw,
make connections of the various elements of the art degree. This course alsuserves as a review for the ExCET exam. Prerequisite: Advanced standing$$
art. It is intended* to be one of the very last classes that an art major wculfj
study. Lec 3, Cr 3
ARTS 4331 Advanced Computer Imaging
This course studies advanced techniques of using the computer as an ar tisti
and graphic medium. This course may be repeated four times for a total of12
si
hours credit. Prerequisite: ARTS 2313. Lec 2, Lab 4, Ind 3, Cr 3
ARTS 4333 Graphic Design
• A systematic approach to design problem-solving, with a series of studio
signments and critiques relatingdirecdy to two-and three-dimensional grap""
design. Develops creative and technical ability by producing professional jgi
signments. A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week required. This course may be repeated four times for a total of 12 hours credf
Prerequisite: ARTS 1316. Lec 3,Lab 3, Cr 3

ARTS 4337 Internship in Art Studio.
Opportunities in applied learning related to visual art through local business)
. government, industry, or institutional organizations, working under facul
ARTS 3323 Advanced Drawing
direction with periodic and final written reports and supporting portfolio,
Advanced studio problems in drawing.This course maybe repeatedfour times
Ihis course may be repeated four times for a total of 12 hours credit. Prereq•for a total of 12 hours credit. Prerequisite: ARTS 2233. Lec 2, Lab 4, Ind 3,
Cr 3
. tusite: Junior standing. Lec 2, Lab 4, Cr 3
ARTS 3326 Advanced Sculpture
This course is a continuation of Sculpture II but with an even greater empha
sis on aiding thestudent in solvingindividual sculptureproblems. This course
may be repeated four times for a total of 12 hours credit. Prerequisite- ARTS
, 1312. Lec 2,Lab 4, Cr 3
ARTS

3352

Contemporary Art ,

.

Art history from the 19th Century in Europe and America to the present.
Development and growth of todays arts and aesthetics. Prerequisite- ARTS
1303 and ARTS 1304. Lec 3, Cr 3
ARTS

3371

Advanced Ceramics

This course investigates the advanced studio problems in the ceramics pro
cess. This course may be repeated four times for a total of 12 hours credit.
Prerequisite: ARTS 2346. Lec 2, Lab 4, Cr 3
ARTS 3381 Perception and Expression in Art I
Strengthens visual perception and divergent thinking on studio activities for
prospective teachers of elementary art. Emphasizes further studies of devel
opment in depth, and curriculum development for teachers of upper elemen
tary and middle school art. Prerequisite: Permission ofinstructor. Lec 3, Cr 3
ARTS

3382

Nineteenth-Century European Art History (17891900)

European painting, sculpture and architecture as social and political events
ranging from the French Revolution to 1900. This art history course covers
the development of the neoclassicism, romanticism, social realism, impres
sionism and post impressionism and their international impact. PrerequisiteARTS 1302 and ARTS 1304. Lec 3, Cr 3

ARTS'

American Art

ARTS 4354 Latin American Art and Architecture
v>1
Major monuments of Latin-American art and architecture in the New World,
16th century to the present. Emphasizes post-Conquest mixtures ofEuropean and Indigenous styles during the colonial period and-major develop-"
ments in modern Latin American art since independence. Prerequisite- ARTS
1303 and ARTS 1304. Lec 3, Cr 3
. . •
ARTS 4387 Far Eastern Art History
,v
Hi is course explores the art and architecture of India, Japan, and China from
ancient times to the early 19th century It explores the different cultures by
analyzing the impact of Brahmanism, Confiicianism and Taoism in build
ings, paintings, sculptures arid tapestries of the Far East. Prerequisite: ARTS'
1303 and ARTS 1304. Lec 3, Lec 3
ARTS

4391

Studio Art General

Advanced problems in art of the students' choice and/or internship with an
art professional in the field of interest. This course may be repeated four times
for a total of 12 hours credit. Prerequisite: Upper division standing. lec 2'
Lab 4, Ind 3, Cr 3
ii
ARTS

4393

Senior Exhibit

:A

This course requires an art exhibition and a written thesis from all last semester seniors. Prerequisite: Permission of Department Chair. Lec 2, Lab 4, Cr 4

x
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4353

History of visual arts in the United States from the 17th century to the preseritj
including theart of the Native Americans. Prerequisite: ARTS 1303and ARTS
1304. Lec 3, Cr 3

v

-

"* AUMT 1419 Automotive Engine Repair

sociate Degree Nursing (TNSG)
" TNSG Associate Degree Nursing

Fundamentals of engine operation, diagnosis and repair including lubrica
tion systems and cooling systems. Emphasis on overhaul of selected engines,
identification and inspection, measurements, and disassembly, repair, and
reassembly of the engine. May be taught manufacturer specific. Lec 3, Lab ,

.

[to Body and Repair (ABDR)
i|8DR 1411 Vehicle Measurement & Damage Repair Procedures
'introduction to damaged vehicle measurement and alignment systems. Lec
:

^•lab.6,'Cr4
KABDR 1431

Basic Refinishing

||Ah introduction to terms, trade practices, had tools, power tools, current
Refinishing products, shop safety, and equipment used in the automotive reIphishing industry. Painting of trim and replacements parts included. EmphaKpson surface preparation. Introduction to masking techniques. Lec 2, Lab 6,

«u
.
SflSrV"? ' •' *
' '
•
'
'
'ABDR 1453 Fiberglass Repair
comprehensive course in automotive fiberglass repair including the use of
crarious adhesive fiberglass matte, and resins used for proper repair procedures. Lec 2, Lab 6, Cr 4
ABDR 1519 Basic Metal Repair
•
Basic current metal working techniques, shop safety, proper tool usage, prod
uct application, and skill development utilizing various body features indud||$rig principles. Lec 3, Lab 6, Cr 5

• v

/

ABDR 1541 Structural Analysis & Damage Repair I
Skills development in the roughing and shaping procedures on automotive^
. Jsheet metal necessary to make satisfactory minor body repairs. Emphasis on
| the alignment of component parts such as doors, hood, front-end assemblies,
||Iand deck lids. Lec 3, Lab 6, Cr 5
f ABDR 1542 Structural Analysis & Damage Repair II
' - .Continuation ofgeneral repair and replacement procedures for dampedstruc||ABDR 2255 Collision Repair Estimating
ft-An advanced course in collision estimating and development of an accurate
wmti
- .. ~
'
damage report. Lec i, Lab 2, Cr 2
' ABDR 2257 Collision Repair Shop Management
,1A study of methods and equipment used in srate of the art repair shops to
((improve management functions and profitability. Lec 1, Lab 2, Cr 2 •
, ABDR 2549 Advanced Refinishing I
Skill development in multi-stage refinishing including base coat/clear coat
techniques. Further development in identification of problems and solutions
in color matching and partial panel. Lec 3, Lab 6, Cr 5

Automotive Mechanics (AUMT)

AUMT 1407 Automotive Electrical Systems
An overview of automotive electrical' systems including topics in operational
theory, testing, diagnosis, and repair of batteries, charging and starting systerns, and electrical accessories. Emphasis on electrical schematic diagrams
and service manuals. May be taught manufacturer specific. Lec 3, Lab 4, Cr 4

.

AUMT 2305 Theory of Automotive Engines
Fundamentals of engine operation and diagnosis including lubrication and
cooling systems. Emphasis on identification of components, measurements,
inspections, and repair methods. Lec 2, lab 2, Cr 3
AUMT 2417 Engine Performance Analysis I
....
Theory, operation, diagnosis, and repair of basic engine dynamics, ignition
systems, and fad delivery systems. Use of basic engine performance diagnos
tic equipment. May be taught manufacturer specific. Lec 2, Lab 6, Cr 4
AUMT 2434 Engine Performance Analysis II
Diagnosis and repair of emission systems, computerized engine performance
systems, and advanced ignition and foel systems; and proper use of advanced
engine performance diagnostic equipment. May be taught manufacture spe
cific. Lec 3, Lab 4, Cr 4
2209 Manual Train and Axle Theory
A study of automotive clutches, clutch operation device!;, standard transmisAUMT

' rural parts and collision damaged. Lec 3, Lab 6, ^r 5

t

Cr4
AUMT 1445 Automotive Heating and Air Conditioning
Theory of automotive air conditioning and heating systems. Emphasis on the
basic refrigeration cycle and diagnosis and repair of system malfunctions.
Covers EPA guidelines for refrigerant handling and new refrigerant replace
ments. May be taught manufacturer specific. Lec 2, Lab 6, Cr 4

V

AUMT 1201 Introduction and Theory of Automotive Technology
An introduction to the automobile industry including automotive history,
safety practices, shop equipment and tools, vehicle subsystems, service publi( cations, fasteners, professional responsibilities, and automobile maintenance.
Lecl,Lab3,Cr2
AUMT 1410 Brakes
i Operation and repair of drum/disc type brake systems. Emphasis on safe use
of modern equipment. Topics include brake theory, diagnosis, and repair of
power, manual, anti-lock brake systems, and parking brakes. May be taught
manufacturer specific. Lec 2, Lab 4, Cr 4
AUMT 1416 Suspension and Steering
Theory andoperation of automotive suspension and steering systems includ
ing tire and wheel problem diagnosis, component repair, and alignment pro; cedures. May be taught manufacturer specific. Lec 2, Lab 4, Cr 4

sions/transaxle and drive line components. Lec 1, Lab 3, Cr 2
AUMT 2425 Automatic Transmission and Trimsaxle
A studyof the operation, hydraulic principles, and related circuits of modern
automatic transmissions and automatic transaxles. Diagnosis, disassembly,
and assembly procedures with emphasis on the use of specific tools and proper
repair techniques: May be taught manufacturer specific. Lec 2, Lab 6, Cr 4

Bachelor of Science in Nursing (NURS)
See NURS Bachelor of Science in Nursing'

Bilingual Education (BILC)
Note for Undergraduate Bilingual Courses: To be eligible to take any3000
or higher level Bilingual course, students must be admitted into theTeacher
Education Program.
BILC 3305 Foundations of Multicultural Education
(Formerly EDCI3305) An examination of the social and cultural forces that
influence education in multi-cultural settings. Emphasis will be given to die
pluralistic nature of American society, its culturally diverse student popula
tions, and its educational institutions..Lec 3, Cr 3
BILC 3310 Foundations of Bilingual Education
(Formerly EDCI 3322)The study of cultural, psychological, socio-economic,
linguistic, cognitive and curriculum factors affecting die academic, achieve
ment of bilingual students is coveted. Includes the philosophical, legal arid
sociological aspects of bilingual education in the American public school sys
tem. National, state, and local guidelines designed to meet the needs of mul-

*,t'
tilingual, multicultural student populations arereviewed. Prerequisite: EDCl
4301 or concurrent enrollment. Lec 3, Cr 3
'

BIOL 1308 General Biology I
For non-science majors. Covers major biological concepts, scientific dest
relationships, theories, scientific methods and inquiry, life chemistry c1
organismic functions, with emphasis on human and social concerns. Evbf
tion is a theme. Will not count as hours in BIOL for major or minors iri'ti
sciences. Lec 3, Cr 3
-W

BILC 3316 First & Second Language Acquisition
(Formerly BILC 4330) This course focuses on first and second language pro
cesses, functions of language, and the principles of language learning. Prereq
uisite: ENGL 3319 and BILC 3310
•

BILL 3317 Bilingual Curriculum in the Content Areas
(Formerly EDCI3315) Methods for teaching the content areas in the bilin
gual classroom. (Taught in Spanish). Prerequisite: BILC 3316. Lec 3, Cr 3 '

BIOL 1309 General Biology II
4"
For non-science majors. Covers major biological concepts, scientific design
relationships, theories, scientific methods and inquiry, biodiversity, evolutiii
and the environment, with emphasis on human and social concerns. Will no
count as hours in BIOL for major or minors in the sciences. Lec 3, Cr

BILC 4320 English as aSecond Language
(Formerly BILC 3320) Principles and methods of teaching English as a sec
ond language. Includes language assessment, analysis of materials and cul
ture. Prerequisite: BILC 3316, BILC 3317 or concurrent enrollment. Lec 3,
' Cr3
•

BIOL

BILC 4395 Practicurn in Bilingual Education
T his course is a field-based internship in a bilingual classroom setting. Stu
dents integrate and use the knowledge and skills gained from all previous
courses including first language development and second language acquisi
tion, assessment procedures, classroom management techniques, and teach
ingstrategies for the bilingual curriculum under the supervision ofa bilingual
classroom teacher and a university instructor. Prerequisite: 15 semester hours
_
of BILC courses. Lec 3, Cr 3
J
.

Biology (BIOL)
BIOL 1106 Biological Principles Laboratory I
Investigations related to BIOL 1306. First semester of a laboratory required
for science majorsand minors; alsoavailable to the genera! student: Corequisite:
BIOL 1306 (or prior credit). Lab 3, Cr 1
BIOL 1107 Biological Principles Laboratory II
Investigation related to BIOL 1307. Second semester of a laboratory required
for science majors and minors; also available to the general student. Prerequi
site: BIOL 1106,1306, Corequisite:BIOL 1307 (or prior credit) Lab 3, Cr I
BIOL 1103 General Biology Laboratory I
For non-science majors. Laboratory investigations related to BIOL 1308.
Applies appropriate technology, quantitative methods, inquiry, and analysis
to understanding relationships in nature. Will not count as hours in BIOL
for major or minors in the sciences. Lab 3, Cr 1.
BIOl
1109 General Biology Laboratory II
For non-science majors. Laboratory investigations related to BIOL 1309.
Applies appropriate technology, quantitative methods, inquiry, and analysis
to understanding relationships in nature. Will not count as hours in BIOL
for major or minors in the sciences. Lab 3, Cr. 1.
BIOL

1306

Biological Principles I

(Formerly BIOL 1406) An introduction to Unifying biological principles with
emphasis on fundamentals of molecular and cellular biology, genetics, and
evolutionary theory. First semester of an integrated course for science majors
and minors; also availableto thegeneral student. Corequisite: BIOL1106 (or
prior credit). Lec 3, Cr 3
BIOL .1307 Biological Principles II
(Formerly BIOL 1407)

t

A continuation of Biological Principles I with emphasis on fundamentals of
organismal biology, ecology and biodiversity.Second semesterof an integrated
course for science majors and minors; also available to the general student.
Prerequisite: BIOL 1106, 1306, Corequisite: BIOL 1107 (or prior credit)
Lec 3, Cr 3
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1322

Human Nutrition

!a

A study of the basic principles of nutrition in health and disease. Stresses tH
modern concept of an adequate diet based on the nutritional needs of th
individual. Lec 3, Cr 3.
BIOL 2101 Human Anatomy and Physiology laboratory I af
Cells, tissues; skeletal, muscle, nervous systems. Includes dissections and in
strumentation related to basic hands-on understanding of human anatomy
and physiology. Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment: BIOL 2301 Lab 3*
Cr1
.
, '
' af
'

•

,

-m

BIOL 2102 Human Anatomy and Physiology laboratory II
Emphasis on endocrine, cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, urinary, an'
reproductive systems. Includes related dissections and instrumentation' de
signed to facilitate basic hands-on understanding of human anatomy, and
physiology. Prerequisite: BIOL 2301 and 2101. Prerequisite or concurrent
enrollment:,BIOL 2302. Lab 3, Cr 1
BIOL 2121 Microbiology Laboratory
Laboratory application of microbial techniques including staining, micros-,
copy, cultivation of microbes, and handling of aseptic cultures and materials*
in the laboratory; biochemical aspects of microbes; chemical, physical, and
chemotherapeutic control of microbial growth; sanitary analysisof municipal\
water systems;determination of a bacterial unknown. Prerequisite or concur?
rent enrollment: BIOL 2321. Lab 4, Cr 1
BIOL 2301 Human Anatomy and Physiology 1
,44?
(Formerly BiOI. 2401) General biological principles; cellular biology; em?
phasis on human integumentary, skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems arid
related topics. Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment: BIOL 2101. Lec 3, Cr
3
,
BIOL 2302 Human Anatomy and Physiology II.
(Formerly BIOL 2402) Continuation of BIOL 2301; Includes human uro
genital, circulatory, respiratory, digestive and endocrine systems; human de
velopment: emphasis on nutrition, metabolism, electrolytic and fluid baiance. Prerequisite: BIOL 2301 and BIOL 2101. Prerequisite or concurrent?
enrollment: BIOL 2102. Lec 3, Cr 3
BIOL

2317

Evolution

This course reviews the history of evolutionary thought and examines mod-';
ern evolutionary theory, lopics include Darwinism and evolution, roccha.--.
nisms of evolutionary change, sjpeciation and the history of life, and macro-!
evolutionary trends. The course concludes with a survey of current research,;!
including applications to human evolution. Lec. 3, Cr. 3. Prerequisites 1106/.
1306 and 1107/1307.
.
2321

Microbiology

(Formerly BIOL 2420) An introduction to the field of microbiology, microl morphology, cell fine structure, factors controllinggrowth and reproduc-1
tion, microbial survey plus viruses; metabolism; microbial genetics, biotech- •
nology, genetic control of microbes; resistance to infection, immunology; trans-;
mission of diseases; environmental and applied microbiology. Prerequisite:;

BIOL

OL 1306 BIOL 1106, BIOL 1307, BIOL 1107 or BIOL 2301; BIOL
j0l BIOL 2302, BIOL 2102. Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment:BIOL
fii-'CHEM 131*1 and 1312 highly recommended. Lec 3, Cr 3

IOL

2428

Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy *

BIOL

'4
IOL 3301 Advanced Physiology
ective topicsof mammalian physiology, primarily man, which include nerju, muscular, cardiovascular, endocrine, immunity, respiratory, digestive,

BIOL

ester hours of Biology. No lab in course. Lec 3, Cr 3
:

BIOL 3408 Plant Morphology
,
,
' study of the morphology, development and relationships of fungi, algae,
liverworts, mosses, ferns, gymnosperms and angiosperms. Prerequisite: Nine

Integrative Biology for High School Science

Teachers
This course designed for high school science teachers is the coordinated-the
matic integration of biology with physics, chemistry, and earth/space science
through a series of lectures, panels; demonstrations, and applied activities.
,

BIOL 4390 Biology Internship
This course is an applied experience in an industrial, educational, private
agency, or government facility supported by an acceptable scholarly written
" — hnpife Junior standing. 16 sob of BIOL lnb 6-8,

BIOL 3409 Ecology
study of the basic environmental factors affecting plants and ammais, and
eir relation to economic and conservation problems. Prerequisite: Twelve
r.ester hours of biology. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

Cr3

IOL 3412 Cell Biology
k study of cell structure and function with emphasis on bioenergetics, memlanes, genes, and genetic control, cell division and its regulation, cellular
differentiation. (May not be repeated for credit.) Prerequisite: Nine semester

BIOL 4399 Research Problems in Biology
Research under the supervision of a Biology faculty member. May be reputed
for credit but no more than three semester, credit hours may apply toward the
Biology major. Students enrolling for BIOL 4399 will present research results
in-a Department seminar. Prerequisite: Junior standing, completion of three
advanced courses in Biology (nine upper-division semester credit hours) and

aours of biology. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4
BIOL 3414 Invertebrate Zoology
'
4. study of the comparative morphology, evolution, systemics, arid natural
history of the invertebrates. Prerequisite: Nine semester hours of biology. Lec

approval of instructor. Lec 3, Cr 3
BIOL 4402 Marine Zoology .
A study of the common marine animals, especially invertebrates in coastal
waters, particular attention is to be given to structural and physiological rela

3, Lab 3, Cr 4

Biology Seminar

tionships. Prerequisite: 12 hours of biology. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

The student completes an independent scholarly review of a research topic,
makes an oral report on the topic, and discusses current research with faculty
and students. Prerequisite: Senior Standing; 24 semester credit hours in BILL.

BIOL 4404 Ichthyology
Classification, evolution, ecology, and biology of fishes. The lab emphasizes
field surveys, taxonomy, and the identification of marine andfreshwater fishes.

Lec 1, Cr 1.

Prerequisite: Twelve semester hours of Biology. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

,

Pjiiis course is a series of lab/field in vestigations in areas not available in other

BIOL 4410 Marine Botany
A study of common local marine flora with emphasis on the macroscopic,
algae forms. Students ate expected to famish their own transportation to
nine or ten field laboratory sessions. Prerequisite: Nine semester hours of

autses. May be repeated for credit when content changes. Lab 3, Cr 1
BIOL 4199 Research Problems in Biology
Research under the supervision of a Biology faculty member. May be repeated
For credit but no more than three semester credit hours (*) may apply toward
the Biology major, ('combinations of4199,4299) Prerequisite: Junior Stand
ing, completion of three advanced courses in Biology (nine upper-dmsion

biology. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4
BIOL 4414 Plant Taxonomy
Identification of vascular plants, with emphasis on native flowering plants.

semester credit hours, and approval of instructor. Lec 1, Cr 1
BIOL 4299 Research Problems in Biology
Research underthe supervision of a Biology faculty member. Maybe repeated
for credit but ho more than three semester credit hours (*) may apply toward
the Biology major. (* combinations of4l99,4299) Prerequisite:Junior stand
ing, completion of three advanced courses in Biology (nine upper-division
semester credit hours), and approval of instructor, Lec 2, Cr 2

4331

in-Biology. Lec 3, Cr 3

semester hours of biology. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

Laboratory Topics in Biology

Integrative Biology for Middle School Science

BIOL 4370 Topics in Biology
_
'
Specialized lecturecontent not available in other courses. May be repeated rot
credit as topics change but no more than three credit hours may apply toward
the Biology major. Prerequisite:Junior standing, completion of 12 credit hours

of biology. Lec 4, Cr 3

4170

4330

Prerequisite: Nine hours of biology. Lec 3, Cr 3

- plication in biology and human welfare. Prerequisite: Nine semester hours

BIOL

..

ties. Prerequisite: Nine semester hours of biology. Lec 3, Cr 3

etabolic, urinary, acid-base balance, and reproductive. Prerequisite: Twelve

4100

'

Teachers
.
This course designed for middle school science teachers is the coordinatedthematic integration of biology with physics, chemistry, and earth/space science through a series of lectures, panels, demonstrations, and applied actrn-

resentative vertebrates. (Primarily for biology major and minora.) Piereqte: Sixhours ofgeneral biology or general zoology. Fee $8.00 Lec 3, Lab 4,

BIOL

Herpetology

biology. Lec 2, Lab 3, Cr 3

rlef survey of chordates, summary of vertebrate history and development;
e development and morphology of vertebrate organ systems; dissection of

IOL 3403 Genetics
rmerly BIOL 3303) Introduction to genetics with consideration of its

4309

A study of the anatomy,- evolution, distribution, systematics, ecology an
physiology of amphibians and reptiles; primarily of North American species
with special emphasis on local forms. Prerequisite: Nine semester hours of

Prerequisite: Nine semester hours of biology. Lec 3, Lah 3, Cr 4
1

BIOL 4420 Plant Anatomy
Anatomy of seed plants. Prerequisite: Nine semester hours of biology. Lec 3,
Lab 3, Cr 4
BIOL 4425 Plant Physiology
,
An analysis of cell biology, biochemistry, metabolism, ecophysiology, and
fWelnnment of olants. Topics include water relations, respiration, photosyn-

ECON 4359 History of Economic Thought
A survey is made of the entire field of economics. Prescientific, classical, and
contemporary works are studied to understand the development of economic
theory and its current direction and scope. Prerequisite:Admission to upper
division. Lec 3, Cr 3

Education (BILS, EDBI, EDCI, EDEC, EDLI,
EDMG, EDSC, EDSL)
Bilingual Education - Spanish (BILS)
—-

-

—

——

—

.

.

^

BILS
3310 Emergent Literacy in the Bilingual Classroom
. (Formerly READ 3310) This course focuses on how children learn to read in
the native language. Emphasis is on research-based approaches for teaching
reading in a bilingual classroom. Taught in Spanish. Field experience is re
quired. Prerequisites: EDGI4301,4302,4304, EDEC 4387, and SPAN 3330,
4310. Lec 3, Cr 3
BILS
3312 Teaching Reading in the Bilingual Classroom
(Formerly BILC 4325) Students will be given the opportunity to learn the
developmental process involved in biliteracy. This course focuses on methods
and techniques for integrating teaching, and assessing reading skills in the
Spanish/English bilingual classroom. Taught in Spanish. Prerequisite: BILS
3310 and SPAN 4368. Lec 3, Cr 3
BILS . 3314 Teaching the Language Arts and Social Studies
(Formerly READ 3326) This course examines reading processes across text
types and subject-specific vocabulary at the EC-4 level. Students learn and
practice a variety "of planning, managing and learning strategies for all stu
dents including those with special needs. Taught in Spanish. Field experience
is required. Prerequisites: BILS 3312. Lec 3, Cr 3
BILS
3316 Assessment in the Bilingual Classroom
This course will focus, on the cognitive and psychosocial issues in assessing
bilingual learners. Students will practice identifying strengths and approxi
mations in Spanish and English with formal and informal assessment instru
ments to design instruction. Field-based experience is required. Prerequisites: •
BILS 3310 and BILS 3312. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDBI 4608 Student Teaching EC-4 Bilingual Generalist
(Formerly EDCI 4611) This course places students in EC-4 bilingual class
room settings as a practicing teacher to demonstrate teacher competencies.
The student teacher will h ave the opportunityto design and implement in
struction, and practice classroom management techniques. Weekly seminars
and individual conferences are required. Students will be assigned a full se
mester, all day, Monday through Friday placement.
EDCI

2101

School and Society

This education course introduces students to the teaching profession. Stu
dents will explore their professional interest in the various teaching fields,
grade levels and school settings. Students will organize a portfolio as a learn
ing and assessment tool. Students must complete this course prior to admis
sion to teacher education. Field experience required. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDCI 4203 Technology and the School Curriculum
Students will understand the use of technology applications in classroom ad
ministration, instruction and evaluation.They will use technologies as a learn
ing media to enhance instructional learning in all content areas. Learning
with technology and using it as a tool are emphasized. Prerequisite: EDCI
4301. Lec 3, Cf 3
EDCI 4301 Foundations of Education in a Diverse Society
This coursefocuses on the principles of education and historical, philosophi
cal, cultural, and legal foundations of education in a multicultural society.
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The course will stress the structure and function of local, state, and ft
roles in education and the interplay 'of language, gender, ethnics
exceptionalities, and diversity of the American educational system. Prer:
site: Admission to Teacher Education. Lec 3, Cr 3
*<!§'

EDCI

4304

Instructional Planning and Curriculum
Development

(Formerly EDCI 4305) This field-based course presents principles of:
riculum organization and planning based on learners' needs. The stud'*
will learn the scope, sequence and materials for teaching the curriculum
design instruction for long-range and daily lessons. They will learn to itii
potato instructional media and community resources. Field experience is
quired. Prerequisite: EDCI 4301,4302 and concurrent enrollment in 1
A'
4305. Lec 3, Cr 3

EDCI

4305

Instructional Methodology and Classroom
Management

H

(Formerly EDCI 4306) This field-based course focuses on teaching meth'
that emphasize practical application of teaching-learning theories and prist
ciples of classroom organization and discipline. Best practices for develops
higher-level thinking skills are stressed. Field experience is required. Prerequi
site: EDCI 4301, 4302 and concurrent enrollment in EDCI 4304. Lec
Lab 3, Cr 3
• •

EDCI

4310

Student Teaching - ESL

|f»

This course must be taken by all undergraduate student teachers wor''
toward an Engiish-as-a-Second-Language endorsement for teaching in ES
programs: The course requires observation and teaching in a public schoo'
ESL classroom for 6 weeks full-time, Monday through Friday. This work"
done under the direction of a fully certified teacher of the class to which
student is assigned. Periodic observations and evaluations are done by
course instructor. Weekly seminars and individual conferences are a req
part ofthe course. Prerequisite: Approval by theTeacher Education Commit
tee. Student must also be enrolled in EDCI 4311 or EDCI EDSC 4398.®
EDCI

4311

Student Teaching

(Formerly EDCI 4311 and 4312) This course places students in EC-4 <
room settings as a practicing teacher to demonstrate teacher competenci
The student teacher will have the opportunity to design and implement in, struction, and practice classroom management techniques. Weekly semirr
and individual conferences are required. Students will be assigned a half se
mester, all day, Monday through Friday placement, and must be enrolled'
EDCI 4398. Prerequisite: Approval by the Teacher Education Committee
and concurrent enrollment in EDSC 4398. Lec 1, Cr 3

EDCI

4315

Principles of Teaching Workshop for Elementary/ •.
Secondary Teachers
J

This workshop course is designed togive people entering teaching a theoreti
cal and practical base for their introduction to teaching and for planning
learning activities. Special permission must be given before enrollment.in the
course. Lec 3, Cr 3

EDCI

4320

Post Baccalaureate Internship: Elementary/
Secondary

•

Supervised classroom teaching and seminars designed to relate to classroom
teaching/learning experience to corresponding educational theory applicable
to all educational levels. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.

EDCI

4321

Post Baccalaureate Internship: Elementary/
• Secondary
,

Supervised classroom teaching and seminars designed to relate to classroom
teaching/learning experience to corresponding education theory applicable
to all educational levels. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.

VQ; 4328

Methods and Techniques of Teaching Music in the. 5j/ ' May be taken concurrcridy with READ 3323 arid READ 3326. Prerequi
sites: Admission toTeacher Education May be taken concurrentlywith EDLI
Elementary Schools
1
3324.Lec3,Cr3 :'H
" <•apteral music course provides an introduction to the Mowing elemenEDLI 3343 Foundations of Beginning literacy
jjjfphusic methods and approaches; Kodaly, OrfF, Delactoze,- Musicmemory,
Smdents learn the importance of oral language and early literacy develop
fiid CM (Comprehensive Musicianship). It also surveys the national stanment and apply explicit instructional strategies. Students design and teach
feitis in Music Education and the National Assessment of Music Education
mini-lessons using a wide range of fiction and nonfiction for beginning read
ffi the public schools. Prerequisite: MUSI 1308 and 1312. Lec 3, Cr 3 ers. Field-based experience is required. Prerequisites: EDCI 4301, 4203,
4329 Methodology and Technology Teaching Music in
.
Secondary School
' EDMG 4341,4342,4343. Lec 3, Cr 3

CI
IEDCI

|h)

4374

Secondary Curriculum

4608 Student Teaching EG4
|(Fofmerly EDC14311 and 4312) This course places students in EC-4classfSom settings as a practicing teacher to demonstrate teacher competencies.
|The student teacher will have the opportunity to design and implement in-,
fttruction, and practice classroom management techniques. Weekly seminars
fed individual conferences are required. Students will be assigned a half se*Sister, all'day, Monday through Friday placement. Prerequisite: Approval by
hiTeacher Education Committee. Lec l,Cr 3 s ,
[)EC 4385

Emergent Literacy in the Bilingual Classroom

Formerly READ 3310)
_
fy ic course focuses on how children learn to read in the native language,
jljlmphasis is on research-based approaches for teaching reading in a bilingual
iS? classroom.Taught inSpanish. Field experience is required. Prerequisites: EDCI
\ 4301,4302,4304, EDEC 4387, and SPAN 3330,4310. Lec 3, Cr 3

1||EDLI

3310 Emergent Literacy: Early Childhood Kindergarten
(Formerly READ 3310) Students will understand early development of oral
jglglmguage, writing, reading, and viewing. Students plan and present lessons in
jpljral language, phonological and phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle,
Knl multicultural children's literature lessons. Multi:sensory, developmental^
^^appropriate, and English as a Second Language practices are applied. Field
•
ijfexperience is required. Prerequisites: EDCI 4301,4302,4304,4305. Lec 3,^

•EDM 3323 Foundations of Beginning literacy
- .
.
jglfformerly READ 333) Smdents focus on best practices in beginning reading
SSpU writing. Smdents plan and present lessons on decoding, comprehension,
^p:fliiency development, children's literature, and beginning writing lessons. They
^Sappiy techniques for teaching English as a Second Language learners arid.
diverse student populations. Field experience is required. Prerequisite: EDI!
l%33io, EDCI 4301,4302 and 4304. Lec 3, Cr 3
:
.
jjjpDLI 3324 Fluent Literacy; 3rd-4th Grades
»StUdents focus on using reading, writing, oral language, and viewing to learn.
|P||Students plan, and teach research-based lessons using reading, writing, an
gj|||?mtdtiadtural children's literature across die curriculum. They apply compreSthension strategies, the writing process, written conventions, and teachng
|jf|?methods for English as a Second Language in designing lessons. Firidexperience is required. Prerequisite: EDLI3323- Lec 3, Cr 3
>jjf EDIT 3329 Literacy and Assessment
,
*, ffl^(R»tmeriy READ 3329) Smdents use state-mandated and other formal and
gitinformal assessments to help plan instruction based on their undemanding
/, i>f normal literacy development. They determine independent, instructional,
1 and frustrational levels of reading and analyze miscues to plan instruction
Kand intervention. Field experience is required. Prerequisite: EDLI 3323. Lec

S|§i
>Cr3
life-

'
•' ' .
'
, •
• '
• '
Jfgf.EDI! 3341 Childrens Literature
kxj (Formerly READ 3341) A survey of boob and related materials for the el^^iementary/middle school age; principles of book selections; intensive reading
gjg!of boob required. Prerequisite: Minimum 60hours and passingTASP scores.

EDI!

3351

Adolescent literature

EDI! 4329 Assessment of Developing literacy
(Formerly READ 3329) This course focuses on formal and informal assess
ment to plan and implement instruction for all learners. Students develop a
case study based on their work with a students assessment and intervention
activities. Field-based experience is required. Prerequisite: EDLI 4351. Lec 3,
Cr 3
EDI!

4347

Teaching 1anguage Arts to Students with Different
Needs <
(Formerly READ 3327) This course will help teachers meet the different
instructional needs of smdents, including English Language learners and stu
dents with disabilities. Teachers will learn to identify and understand indi
vidual variations in oral language, reading, speaking, writing, viewing and
representing. Field-based experienceis required. Prerequisite: EDLI 3343 and
Admission to the School of Education. Lec 3, Cr 3
•
EDI! 4350 Adolescent Literature
(Formerly READ 3351) This course focuses on differpnt genres of literature
in a multicultural society. highlights purposes for reading, including read
ing for pleasure and lifelong learning. Additionally, it emphasizes modeling
reading and adapting materials for all learners. Ways to enhance comprehen
sion before, during and after reading are emphasized. Field-based experience
is required. Prerequisites: Admission to School of Education and EDLI 4j29.

It

Lec 3, Cr 3
EDI! 4351 Reading in the Content Area
(Formerly READ 4351) This course focuses on explicit strategies to teach,
and monitor content area reading comprehension, vocabulary development,
and study skills for all learners. Factors influencing reading comprehension,
as well as avaieity of reading materials and formats, will be highlighted. Teach
ers will also learn ways to encourage smdents to read for pleasure and be life
long learners. Field-based experience is required. Prerequisite: Admission to
School of Education. Lec 3, C r 3 .
.
EDI! 4355 Developing Critical Reading Skills
Teaching inferential, interpretiveand evaluative comprehension skills through
the use of text is the focus of this course.Teaching studyand inquiry skillsand
their significance tostudent learningis included in this inclusivecourse. Fieldbased experience is required. Prerequisites: Admission to School of Educa
tion, EDCI 4301. Additional prerequisite for middle school majors: EDMT
4342,4343 and 4344. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDLI 4367 Teaching Reading to the English Language Learner
(Formerly READ 4367) This course offers the smdent the opportunity to
develop knowledge and instructional strategies for teaching reading to sm
dents of diversecultural/linguistic backgrounds. Special emphasis will be placed
on developing oral language proficiency as a prerequisite skill to reading and
on instructional strategies designed specifically to meet the needs of such
learners. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDMG 4341 Understanding Learners in the Middle Grades
(Formerly EDCI 4302) This course focuses on the mjor theories of the teach
ing-learning process and human growth and development as they relte to the
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fc:

,

middle school learner; It includes the effect of cultural differences on teach
ing and learning as well as the needs of Special learners. Measure and evaluat
ing student achivement are examined. Prerequisite: Admission to School of
Education. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDMG 4342

Instructional Planning and Curriculum in the
Middle Grades
(Formerly EDCI 4305) This field-based course presents principles of cur
riculum organization and planning based on learners' needs. Students will
design instruction tq enable to reach middle grade students to reach educa
tional goals and objectives. Long-range planning, lesson planning, and using
instructional meedia dn community resources are stressed. The scope, se
quence and materials for teaching the middle grades curriculum are studied.
Field experience is required. Prerequisites: EDMT 4341, concurrent enroll
ment in EDMT 4343. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDMG 4343

EDSC 4374 Designing Instruction for Grades 8-12
•
The emphasis of this course is on instructional planning, recent instructio
-trends; and the various uses of technology and its effects on the curricul
This course provides the necessary knowledge and techniques to developil
curriculum and effective assessment and evaluation program for diverse learn
ers. Field experience is required. Prerequisites: EDCI 4301, EDSC 4303.;
3, Cr 3
'
EDSC 4375 Strategies for Delivering Instruction in Grades 8-12
This course focuses on the implementation of effective teaching techniques
for individual.and group settings at the secondary school. The course p
vides a repertoire of teaching strategies to motivate and engage students in
the learning process with use of appropriate educational media and techno
ogy. The instructional needs of a diverse student population are emphasiz
Opportunities to practice effective teaching techniques are offered. Field &
perience is required. Prerequisites: EDCI 4301, EDSC 4303. Lec 3, Cr 3

Methods and Classroom Management in the Middle
Grades
(Formerly EDCI 4306) This field-based course focuses on practical applica
tion of teaching methods based on learning,theories and principles. Included
in this course are principles of classroom management and organization. Stu
dents develop materials to address the learning needs of diverse middle grade
learners and procedures for the development of effective learning environ
ments. Field experience is required. Prerequisites: EDMT 4341, concurrent
enrollment in EDMT "4342. Lec 3, Cr 3

EDSC

4376

Ethical Standards for Classroom Management in
Grades 8-12.
This course will provide students the necessary knowledge and skills to esi
lish a positive learning environment, manage the classroom effectively, and,
promote positive relationships with students, parents and the communi"
Best practices in the classroom management and ethical standards regarding
professional conduct are stressed throughout the course. Field experience is
required. Prerequisites: EDCI 4301, EDSC 4303. Lec 3, Cr 3

EDMG 4345

EDSC

4377

Teaching English Language Arts in the Middle
. Grades
(Formerly EDCI 4309) This field-based course integrates theories and best
practices in the language arts. Students will develop and implement materials
for writing workshops, shared literature, among other materials. Learning to
assess student performance and to design instruction based oh student needs
are emphasized. Field experience is required. Prerequisites: EDMT4341,4342
and 4343. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDMG 4346

Teaching Science and Mathematics in the Middle
Grades
This course emphasizes teaching mathematics and science using standardsbased approaches and processes with diversestudent populationsat the middle
grade level. The. course includes student-centered approaches to teachnig
mathematics and science including assessment models and processes. Fieldbased experience is required. Prerequisites: EDMG 4341, 4342 and 4343.
Lec 3, Cr 3
EDMG 4347

Teaching English Language Learners in the MiddleGrades
The fociis of this course is on major theories of second language acquisition
and best practices in teaching English language learners in the middle grades.
Emphasis is on developing proficiency in English across the content areas.
Prerequisites: EDMG 4341,4342 and 4343, ENGL 4328. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDMG 4648 Student Teaching in the Middle Grades
This course places students in the middle grades classroom settings as a prac
ticing teacher to demonstrate techer competencies. The student teacher will
have the opportunity to design and implement instruction, nd practice class
room management techniques. Weekly seminars and individual conferences
are required.Students will be assigned a full-semester, all-day, Monday through
Friday placement. Prerequisites: Approval of the Student Teaching Office.
Lecl,Cr6
EDSC 4303 Understanding Learners 8-12
(Formerly EDCI 4303) Prerequisites: EDCI 4301 or concurrent enrollment.
Lec 3, Cr 3
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Methods and Techniques of Teaching Art in the
Secondary Schools
J'
This course introduces the methods and techniques of presenting art materi
als at the secondary level including audiovisual technology and content in
cluding historical background, public school curriculum, philosophical im
plications, testing and evaluation. Prerequisite: ARTS 1304,1312,1316,3381
and 3382
'
EDSC 4378 Teaching Mathematics in the 8-12 Classroom
This course exams issues, strategies and techniques, specifically related to teach-,
ing 8-12school mathematics. The coursealso provides a foundation in learn
ing theories, assessment techniques, teaching with various tools, and design
ing and implementing mathematics lessons for a diverse student population.
Prerequisite: Admission into School of Education. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDSC ' 4380 Teaching ESL 8-12
This course introduces the principles, methods for teaching English language'
learners. Students will apply theprinciples at the secondary level. It empha, sizes cognition, sociolinuistics, and multiculturalism in lesson presentations^
unit planning and assessment. Prerequisite: EDSC 4375. Lec 3, Cr 3
EDSC 4398 Student Teaching
(Formerly EDCI 4398)
.f*
This course ploaces students in the 4-12 classroom settings as a practicing
teacher to demonstrate teacher competencies. The student teacher will Haver
the opportunity to design and implement instruction, and practice classroom
management techniques. Weekly semianrs and invidual conferenes are re
quired. Students will be assigned a full-semester, all-day, Monday through
Friday placement and must be enrolled in EDCI 4311. Prerequisites: Ap-r
proval by the Teacher Education Committee and concurrent enrollment in y
EDCI 4311. Lec l,Cr 3
EDSC 4641" Student Teaching8-12
(Formerly EDCI 4641) Student teaching for Options I-one teaching field of;5
36 hours; Options II-two teaching fields of 24 hours each (except where one teaching field requires a special student teaching experience, i.e. Generic Spe
cial Education); Options Ill-one 36 hours broad-field teaching field; or Op-,
tions IV-one 48 hour composite teaching field. Requires 12 weeks full-day ?

_• for digital logic circuits. Practice in fabrication and testing of electronic cir
cuits and assemblies. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 3

teaching in an approved, accredited school, and weekly seminars.
'^requisite: Approval by the Teacher Education Committee. Lec 1, Cr 6
lEDSL

4306

ELET 2140 Electronic EngineeringTechnology Laboratory
Laboratory application of circuit design, testing, simulation, and components.
Covers application of analog and digital theory. Emphasis on industrial con
trol systems, fault diagnosis, trouble shooting, repair and design of systems.

Content Area Methods in the ESL Classrooms

4307 Teaching ESL in the PK-1 Classrooms
wSL
lies'; practices in teaching English as a Second Language are stressed. Topics
fevered include basic principles of teaching a second language, approaches'
teaching the EC-4 learner and assessing language proficiency. Field expe-

Corequisite: ELET 2330, Lab 3, Cr 1
ELET 2301 Electrical Systems Technology
Ffcrfriral circuits and machines, circuit elements, voltage, currentand power.
Elementary transients, poly-phase circuits. Types and characteristics of DC
motors, AC motors and transformers. Prerequisite: ELET 1410. Lec 2, lab

^ftence is required. Prerequisites: EDCi 4301,4302. Lec 3, Cr 3
)SL 4308 Teaching ESL in the 2nd-4th Grade Classrooms
uiis course focuses on research-based best practices for teaching second lan.uagc learners in 2nd:4th grade including instruction in sheltered English
trategies, CALL.A and other appropriate methodology. Studentswill learn to
Ssess biliteracy development and also analyze the cognitive, psychololinguistic,
jnd social factors that affect second language learning. Prerequistes: EDCI
£$301,4302. Lec 3, Cr 3

3,Cr3

,

3335 Language Arts in the Elementary School
iThis field-based course will focus on reading as an integral part of the lanSguage arts process and study the relationships of listening, speaking, writing,
lading, and language. Elements of the writing process will also be addressed,
Students will learn and apply strategies identified as best practices that will
'support and enhance the interrelated nature of listening, speaking, reading,
L nd writing. Prerequisite: READ 3323, READ 3341. Lec 2, Cr 3
" .

-

Techniques for system development using microprocessors. Hardware inter
facing and C language programming of microprocessor-based data acquisi
tion and control systems. Prerequisite: ELET 3412. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4
ELET 3431 Introduction to Telecommunications
Introduction to telecommunications principles including analysis of modu
lation and multiplexing, transmission media, switching techniques and modern communications models and standards. Prerequisite: ELET 2330. Lec 3,
Lab3,Cr3

•

1

'

ELET 4423 Control Systems
Study of the classicalclosed-loop controlsystems. Major topics include Laplace
arid z-transforms, second order plants, compensation, proportional-integralderivative control, continuous and discreet time domain analysis and design
and computer-based design and analytical tools. Prerequisite: ELET 3414
Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

•

ELET 4424 Power Distribution
General considerations in the transmission and distribution of electrical en
ergy as related to power systems. Topics will also include survey of eommercially-availabie components and systems, safety requirements and Ratingtech
niques. Prerequisite: ELET 2140. Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

•

EECT 2439 Communications Circuits
ts VA study of communications systems with emphasis on amplitude modulaI lion, frequency modulation, phase modulation, and digital pulse modula
te tion. Discussion of several types of modulators, demodulators, receivers, trans
;

. '

'

Electrical Engineering (ELET)
ELET

•

ELET 3413 Microprocessor Interfacing

> EECT 2367 Electronics Practicum III
"
IpPractical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college with
|- the employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the student.
|The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the student's gen '
ii eral and technical course of study. The guidedexternal experiences maybe for

mitters, and transceivers. Cr 4

1

ELET 3412 Introduction to Microprocessors
Architecture, hardware signals, instruction sets, addressing modes and assem
bly language programming on 16and 32 bit processors.Topics include memory
and serial and'parallel I/O interfacing, wait state analysis, subroutine and
interrupt processing. Prerequisite: ELET 2140- Lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

i'LEECT 2366 Electronics Practicum II
|f Practical general training and experiences in the workplace1. The college with
lathe employer develops and documents an individualized plan for thestudent.
>1 The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the student s genral and technical courseof study. The guided external experiences may be for

'

• ,

ELET 3314 Instrumentation and Control
Computer-based instrumentation and control systems including transduc
ers, sensors, signal conversion and conditioning, amplification, filtering and
x
offsetting. Prerequisite: ELET 2330. Lec 2, Lab 3, Cr 3

lEECT 1367 Electronics Practicum I
^Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college with
lithe employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the student.
'i he plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the student s gen|eiral and technical course'of study. The guided external experiences may be for
'fpay or no pay. This course may repeat the practicum as EEC F 2366 or EECT
5:2367 if topics and learning outcomes vary. Cr 3

T pay or no pay. Cr 3

v

tems. Prerequisite: ELET 2301. Lec 3, Cr 3

^Electrical, Electronic and
jtiommunications Engineering
^Technology (EECT)

'Spay or no pay. Cr 3

.

ELET 2330 Electronic Systems Technology
Electronic devices with applications in digital and analog, circuits. Emphasis
on modem industrial control systems, data acquisitionand conversion, signal
processing, basic circuits and instruments, measurements and feedback sys

Electronics (CETT, CPMT, EECT, IEIR, INTC,
LOTT, RBTC)
CETT 1321 E. Fabrication (Capstone)
A study of electronic circuit fabrication techniques including printed circuit
boards, wire wrapping, bread boarding, and various soldering techniques. Lec
0 Lab 3 Cr 3

.

1410

Introduction to Electrical Technology
Introduction to principles of electricity, magnetism, and power, covering AC
and DC circuits and properties. Basic circuit analysis and design techniques.
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ENGT 4320 Senior Lab and Directed Research
•
Special research or laboratory project carried out under the direction of a
member of the Engineering Technology faculty. Requires consent of advisor
and permission of supervising faculty member. Prerequisite: Consent of advi
sor and supervising faculty member.
*
.
ENGT 4350 Topics in Engineering Technology
Topics vary to meet student and employer needs.. May be taken twice for
credit provided topics are different. Lec 3, Cr 3

English (ENGL)
ENGL 0101 Developmental Writing Lab
Developmental course. Practice in expository and atgumentative essay writ
ing for students who have failed the writing portion of theTASP but who are
not qualified for ESOL 0388, ENGL 0320, or ENGL 0321. Students will
write at least one full essay a week and will complete exercises as individually
assigned in order to develop particular skills ofidea generation, sentence style,
word choice, and organization patterns. May be repeated as ENGL 0102,
0103, and.0104. Lab 2, Cr 1
ENGL 0320 College Writing Skills I
Developmental course. Practice in the fundamentals,of written English The
emphasis is on functional writing for successful completion of assignments.Fundamentals of grammar, mechanics, and organization are stressed in the
production of clear sentences, paragraphs, and multi-paragraph themes to
address specific audiences. Students may be required to attend sessions at the
Writing Lab. Students must enroll for READ 0320 or READ 0321 concurrendy or demonstrate appropriate assessment scores in Reading. Prerequisite:
Appropriate assessment score in writing or grade of A, B, or C in ESOL
0318. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 0321 College Writing Skills ri
•
Developmental course. A continuation of practice in fundamental skill'; be
gun in ENGL 0320. Continued practice in audience analysis, organization,
and effective sentences. Students may be required to attend sessions at the
Writing Lab. Students must enroll for READ 0320 or READ 0321 concur
rently or demonstrate appropriate reading assessment scores. Prerequisite:
Grade of B or C in ENGL 0320 or appropriate assessment score in writing.
Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 1301 - Composition I
Expository writing with emphasis on thinking and composing skills required
. to write full length essays on topics of personal experience, current issues, and
..Material in published essays. Students will practice some research skills and
produce a documented paper employing in-text citations. Prerequisite: A grarlp
of A in ENGL 0320, a grade of A, B, or C in ENGL 0321, or placement
based on assessment scores. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 1302 Composition II
Continuation ofENGL 1301. This course 'is a continuation of ENGL 1301
and emphasizes analytical writing in response to literature. A research essay is
required. Prerequisite: ENGL 1301. Lec 3, Cr 3

. Movement. Research paper required. Prerequisite: ENGL 1301 and Ers
1302 or ENGL 2311. Lec 3, Cr 3
.
. . •Igf
ENGL -2323 British Literature II
•
Continuation of the study, in chronological sequence, of English literatur
Readings of major works representative of the Romantic and Victorian pe
ods and from selected 20th century authors. Research paper required. Prerc'
uisite: ENGL 1301 and ENGL 1302 or ENGL 2311. Lec 3, Cr 3 ' '
ENGL 2332 World Literature I
Studies of English translations of selected masterpieces from ancient civiliza
tions through the period of the Renaissance. Additional readings from clas
sics of the English-speaking people. Research paper required. PrerequisifENGL1301 and ENGL 1302 or ENGL 2311. Lec 3, Cr 3
^
ENGL 2333 World Literature II
'.
'
.
Studies of English translations of selected continental European masterpieces
from the time of Renaissance to the modern period. Parallel readings fro1'
. English and American literature. Research paper required. Prerequisite: ENGL
1301 and ENGL 1302 or ENGL 2311. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 3301 Medieval Literature
A study of various types of medieval literature, including epic, romance,'an
allegory, with special emphasis on Middle English writers. Prerequisite: 12
hours of English. Lec 3,.Cr 3
>
ENGL 3302 Literary Analysis
A course introducing students to the methodologies and techniques of read!
ing and writing about literature and literary criticism through the study pf
works representative of various genres from different literary periods. Prereq
uisites: ENGL 1301, 1302, and an additional three credit hours of 2000-,
level literature course work. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 3304 Eighteenth-Century British Literature
x
A study of the major works of English writers of the neoclassical period/ in
cluding Dryden, Congreve, Pope, Swift, Sterne, and Johnson. Prerequisite::
12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 3306 English Novel to 1900
Chronological study of the development of the English novel from Defbe
and Fielding to Hardy with special emphasis on significant 19th century novelists such as Thackeray, Eliot, Dickens, and Austen. Prerequisite: 12 hours of
English, Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL .3309 Major British Authors
A course that introduces students to the characteristics of major historical
periods through the study of representative British literary works. Prerequi
site: ENGL 1301,1302, and 2332 or 2333. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 3312 Survey of American Literature I
A chronological study of the principal authors, their works and the trends in
American literature, from the Colonial period to the Civil War. Prerequisite:
12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 3313 Survey of American Literature II
A chronological study of the principal authors, their works and trends in
American literature, from the Civil War to the present. Prerequisite: 12 hours
of English. Lec 3, Cr 3
••
v

ENGL 2311 Technical and Business Writing
Technical writing adapted to students in programs leading to bachelors de
grees in Engineering and Business Administration. Topics for reports, statisti
cal tables and graphs, business letters, memoranda and primary and second
ary research are normally related to students field of study. Prerequisite:ENGL
1301. Lec 3, Cr3
.
*

ENGL 3319 Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics.
An introduction to linguistic science, primarily phonetics, phonology, syn
tax, morphology, and the history of English. Prerequisite: 12 hours of En
glish. Lec 3, Cr 3
.

ENGL 2322 British Literature I
Study of thedevelopment of English literature. Readings of major representa
tive works from the Anglo-Saxon period to the beginning of the Romantic

ENGL 3324 Victorian and Modern British Poetry
'h*
A study ofBritish poetry from 1832 to the present. Prerequisite: 12hourso
English. Lec 3, Cr 3
~
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g^GL 3330 English Grammar
i t
feeories of grammar with practical applications. Prerequisite:'12 hours of
pnglish. Prerequisite for bilingual/bicultural students; ENGL 3319. Lec 3,

.

fet3
.
'
.'-,•2'
pNGL 3331 History of the English Language
<
„
|
study of the history, and development of the English language from the
\nglo-Saxon period into the 20th century. Prerequisite: 12 hours of English.
Ejaec 3, Cr 3

.

«

•

'

lENGL 3343 American Realism and Naturalism
|A studyt)f American writing from 1865 to 1925 with an emphasis on fiction
fjfrom such writers as Hpwells, Twain, Wharton, Crane, Dreiser, and AnderIfson. Prerequisite: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3

>

sfrequisite: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3

IENGL 3346

Twentieth-Century American Novel
^
§A swdy of major American novelists and the genre since 1900. Prerequisite:
12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3
JENGL 4301 Shakespeare
SriA study of representative plays in comedy, history and tragedy. Prerequisite.
|l2 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3

IENGL 4316 Mexican American literature
PA study of the literature by and about Mexican Americans, with emphasis on
£ 'tfre literary techniques and the cultural reflection in this literature. Prerequi
IENGL 4317

,

1

Literature by Women'

gjiA critical smdy of literature written by women, focusing on works from 1901
"J'to the present. The course will introduce women's literature and the female
I literary tradition that has coexisted with, revised, and influenced male mod
jiels. Prerequisite: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3
"lENGL 4318 Science Fiction
,.
>
|
A chronological survey of science fiction through a critical study of selected
' 'snort stories and novels in their literary, social, and philosophical contexts.
I"This course will examine definitions and prototypes of the genre. Prerequiil site: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3

-

j ENGL 4322 Creative Writing I
' A course in writing poetry. Students will explore the elements of poetry y
writing original poems and examining published poems. At the professor s
; discretion, smdents may have opportunities topractice writing in othergenres,
£ such as short fiction and short drama.. Prerequisite: 12 hours of English. Lec
•< •

3, Cr 3

.

ing English. Prerequisite: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL '4350 English Studies: The Theory and Practice
A capstone course for senior English majors aimed at integrating students
knowledge oflanguage, literature, and composition. The course also provides
guidance in assembling a portfolio and in preparing for the state teacher cer
tification exam in English. Prerequisite: 24 semester hours of English. Lec 3,
Cr3

English As A Second Language (AESL)
(Note: The following courses are not academic credit courses and are not

^qGL 3344 American Poetry to 1900
|X study of American poetry from Anne Bradstreet to Emily Dickinson. Pre-

site: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3

ENGL 4328 Introduction to English as a Second Language
A study of the process of learning English as a second language. Special atten
tion is given to problems encountered in reading, writing, and comprehend

•

ENGL 4323 Creative Writing II
A course primarily in writingshort fiction. Students will explore the elements
of short fiction by writing original stories and examining published stories.
At the professors discretion, students may have the opportunity to practice
writing in other genres, such as poetry and short drama,Prerequisite: 12 hours
of English. Lec 3, Cr 3
ENGL 4324 Argument and Persuasion
A course that emphasizes the use of logical conventions and analysis °f«other
rhetorical elements to produce persuasive essays on current cultural and ethi

eligible for financial aid.)

,

AESL 0001 Introduction to English Skills
Multi-syllabus approach links grammar, communication skills, functions and
topics covering listening, speaking, reading and writing as well as pronuncia
tion and vocabulary. Intro level designed for the student who has never stud
ied and has limited experience with English. Pre-TGEFL score = below 280
AESL 0010 Beginning English Skills
Multi-syllabus approach linking grammar, communication skills, functions •
and topics covering listening, speaking, reading and writing as well as pro
nunciation andvocabulary. Beginning level is for studentswho have had some
English instruction and understand some of the basics. Pre-1OEFL score =
280 to 325.'

v

AESL 0020 Intermediate English Skills
This level builds on and extends the foundations for accurate and fluent com
munication established in previous levels. It extends grammatical, lexical and
functional skills, enabling learners to take part in general communication
through the wide variety of stimulating and challenging activities. It is rec
ommended that Intermediate English Lab be taken with this course.
AESL 0030 Advanced English Skills
'
Higher level comprehension skills are developed, with listening and reading
activities taken from authentic sources such as narratives, lectures, commer
cials and involve cross-cultural themes. It is recommended that Advanced
English Lab be taken with this course. .
AESL 0041 Beginning Grammar
Grammar in a communicative setting. Beginner level.
AESL 0042 Intermediate Grammar
Grammar in a communicative setting. Intermediate level.
AESL 0043 Advanced Grammar
Grammar in a communicative setting. Advanced level.
AESL 0051 Academic Reading Intermediate
Understanding and retaining content of academic, technical and businessoriented materials is the focal point of this course. Academic, business and.
industry materials, specific to and used in various academic disciplines and
occupations will be part of the curriculum. Grammar, vocabulary, languag. skills and reading strategies are combined to strengthen the reading skills of
the academically and professionally oriented student. Intermediate level.

cal concerns. Prerequisite: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3 ,

AESL 0052 Academic Reading Advanced
Critical reading strategies as and after the student reads. Reading skills with
emphasis on understanding and retain ing content of academic, technical and

ENGL 4325 Composition Techniques
An advanced course in formal English composition stressing effective com
munication with special emphasis on the exposition of abstract ideas and

business-oriented materials is the focal point of this course. Academic, busi
ness and industry materials, specific to and used in various academic disci
plines and occupations will be part of the curriculum. Grammar, vocabulary,

internal logjc. Prerequisite: 12 hours of English. Lec 3, Cr 3 .
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NURS 4612 Leadership in Professional Nursing
This course emphasizes a theoretical and experiential approach to identifying
the role of the professional nurse in the health-care system. Current theories
of leadership, management, and change are related to the practice of profes
sional nursing. Other topics include economics of health care, staff develop
ment, and total quality management. During the clinical practicum students
will have theopportunity to function as a nursemanager. Prerequisite: NURS
. 3701, NURS 3702, NURS 3303, NURS 3604, NURS 3405, NURS 3606,
NURS 3407, NURS 4408, NURS 4309, NURS 4610. Lec 3, Lab 9, Cr 6

Nursing - Vocational Nursing (TVNU)
TVNU 1201 Science for Vocational Nursing
Normal Nutrition is one of the two segments of this course and is designed to
introduce thescientific principles in basic nutrition, nutrient function in health
and disease with emphasis on the food sources of nutrients, social aspects of
nutrition, and importance of food nutrition. Microbiology is the second seg
ment of this course; it introduces the student to the world of microorganisms
with an emphasis on disease prevention and control programs that include
community resources. Prerequisite: Admission to the program. Lec 2, Cr 2
TVNU 1204 Nursing Skills Theory
This course includes the nursing process, and medical terminology.The course
is designed to introduce the vocational nursing student to a wide variety of
nursing skills that range from the simple to the complex. Emphasis is placed
on the utilization of scientific principles to guide the student in developing
competency in the performance for these skills. Lec 2, Lab 10, Cr 2
TVNU 1207 Geriatrics
This course is designed to introduce the vocational nursing smdent to the
- special needs of the geriatric patient. Emphasis will be placed on the use of
the nursing process, an understanding of the pathological variations from
normal functioning, and application of the principles from the biological,
physical, social, and behavioral sciences. Prerequisite: Admission to the pro
gram. Lec 2, Cr 2
_
TVNU 1212 Pharmacology I
This course is designed to present information to assist the smdent in devel
oping beginning understanding of drug forms, effects by classification' cur
rent dmg therapy, accurate calculation of dosages, and principles of medica
tion preparation and safe administration. Prerequisite: Successful achievement
of the first semester.
TVNU 1213 Pharmacology II
This course will include a separate segment that is designed to enable the
student to develop a beginning understanding of the scientific principles and
techniques in intravenous therapy and establish a foundation that will further
enable the student'tb develop competence in performance of skills related to
intravenous therapy.This course will also assist the smdent to develop a basic
understanding of the need for the drug in accordance to the disease process
and administration requirements.This course will stress accurate dosage cal
culations of medications administered intravenously. Prerequisite: Successful
achievement of TVNU 1212. Lec 2, Cr 2 •
TVNU 1261 Clinical Practicum III
This course introduces the smdent to the clinical aspect of the care of the
pediatric patient and the family's needs and support. Includes application of
the nursing process. Concurrent with TVNU 1310. Prerequisite: Successful
completion of the first semester. Enrollment in corresponding lecture classes.
Co-Requisite: TVNU 1310 Pediatric Nursing. Lab 6, Cr 2
TVNU 1266 Nursing Skills Theory Lab
This course includes the introduction of the Vocational Nursing smdent to
the nursing arts laboratory where emphasis is placed on the utilization of the
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concepts and principles learned in TVNU 1204. These concepts are dera
strated as a guide in developing competence in the performance of thel
cific nursing skills. The nursing process provides the focus for all nurs'
interventions as practiced in thelab activities. Concurrent withTVNU 1204
/ Prerequisite: Admission to the program. Lab 10, Cr 2
fj||
TVNU 1269 Clinical Practicum H
This coutse is designed for an introduction to maternity and newborn nuts
ing care with practical experience in the areas of labor and delivery, postpar
turn care and rare of the newborn. Teaching the new mother and father *
incorporated. Concurrent with TVNU 1308. Prerequisite: Successful compKf
tion of the first semester. Enrollment,in corresponding lecture classes. Ccf
Requisite: TVNU 1308 Maternal & Newborn. Lab 6, Cr 2.
TNVU 1302 Fundamentals of Nursing
This course is designed to guide the vocational student in self assessment for
necessary personal and professional adjustments that are essential in develop-,
ing as a valuable member of the health care team. The course provides basic
theories and principles of human growth and development, techniques for
effective communication skills, and concepts to assist the smdent in under
standing positive mental health practices. Prerequisite:Admission to prograni.
Lec 3, Cr 3
• TVNU 1308 Maternal and Newborn
This course is designed to introduce the smdent to concepts related to the:
family unit. Course content will include physiological changes associated to!
. pregnancy, fetal development, prenatal care, nursing care during labor and
delivery, post partum, and care of the newborn infant. Use of the nursing
process will be integrated throughout the course. Prerequisite: Successful
achievement of the first semester. Co-Requisite: TVNU 1269 Clinical II. Lec!
3, Cr 3
TVNU 1310 Pediatric Nursing
.-,g.
This course introduces the smdent to the special needs of the child and the
family. Emphasis will be placed on the use of the nursing process along with'
an understanding of pathophysiological variations, .and the application of
principles from the biological, physical, social, and behavioral sciences. Prey
requisite: Successful achievement of the first semester. Co-Requisite:TVNU
1261 Clinical III. Lec 3, Cr 3
TVNU 1315 Advanced Medical-Surgical Nursing I
This course is a continuation of Medical-Surgical Nursing. It is designed to
familiarize the student with selected disorders that affect the nervous, sen
sory, and endocrine systems. Emphasis is placed on knowledge deficits for the
patient and hi$ family and the need for patient teaching as an important"
aspect of comprehensive careand respective compliance. Prerequisite:A gra.de
of "C or above in TVNU 1513. Lec 3, Cr 3
TVNU 1317 Advanced Medical -Surgical Nursing II
This course is designed to assist the smdent in developing a beginning under
standing of mental health problems with emphasis on recognizing inappro
priate human behavior and corresponding approaches for therapeutic nurs
ing interventions, introducesmdents to essential concepts of emergency nurs-!
ing and role transition with emphasis on the expanded roles of a vocational
nurse. Lec 3, Gr 3
TVNU 1364 Clinical Practicum IV
This course is designed to allow the smdent to gain experience in nursing'
care. Knowledge and application of the nursing process are utilized in provid
ing direct patient care in the clinical facility. Administration of medications
will be emphasized. Concurrent with TVNU 1513. Prerequisite: Successful
completion of the first semester. Enrollment in corresponding lecture classes.;
Corequisite: TVNU 1212 Pharmacology & TVNU 1513 Medical Surgical
Nursing I. Lab 11s Cr 3

1365 Clinical Practicum I
, , , ftiftftftftftftftft
his course is designed with an introduction to basic patient care in the clini§al facility. The student has the opportunity to apply nursing procedures in
J|se clinical setting. Applicauon of the nursing process is emphasized. Conifurrent withTVNU1204. Prerequisite: Admission to the program. Co-Req•^site: TVNU 1207 Geriatrics. Lab 12, Cr 3

J ft

1366 Clinical Practicum V
Ifhis course provides the foundation for more complex nursing utilizing the
pursing process. The student is expected to assess, plan and correlate nursing
tre according to individual patients. Concurrent withTVNU 1315. Prereq- •
Kuisite: Successful completion of the first and second semesters. Enrollment in
Corresponding lecture classes. Co-Requisite: TVNU 1213 Pharmacology II.
I Lab 12, Cr 3

. ft.

1368 Clinical Practicum VI
t
|jhis course is designed to integrate the nursing skills and knowledge from
J- the previous semesters. The nursing process is utilized in more complex nursSng situations. Concurrent with TVNU 1317. Prerequisite:Successful comple
tion of first and second semesters. Enrollment in corresponding lectureclasses'.
Jab28,Cr3

.

|
TVNU 1403 Anatomy and Physiology
phis course is designed to provide the vocational nursing student with introItluctory level information of the structure and fiinction of the human body as
Ka basis to later give understanding of disease processes and their effect on the
Ihuman body. Prerequisite: Admission to the program. Lec 4, Cr 4JTVNU 1513 Medical Surgical Nursing I
iThis course is designed to introduce the student to concepts and theories
^associated with the nursing care of the adult patient with a major focus on
selected pathophysiological conditions and modalities of treatment, includling the impact of illness, cultural influences, and the incorporation of the
|family in implementation of the nursing process. Prerequisite: Successful
ft achievement of the first semester. Co-Requisite: TVNU 1364 Clinical IV.
ec5,Cr5

. ; ft

...

Philosophy (phil)
I PHIL 1301 Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Philosophy is designed to acquaint students with the range of
topics within philosophy and to provide them with general notions of the
ft. history of ideas. More specifically, the course will stress critical thinking as the
^foundation for all philosophical analysis. Topics include epistemology, metaj.physics, ethics, and logic. Lec 3, Cr 3

Physics (pHYSj psci)
PHYS. 1101 General Physics Laboratory I
Laboratory experiments in classical mechanics, heat, and wave motion. Pre
requisite or concurrent enrollment: PHYS 1301. Lab 3, Ct 1
PHYS 1102 General Physics Laboratory II
Laboratory experiments in electricity, magnetism, light, and modern physics.
Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment: PHYS 1302. Lab 3, Cr 1
PHYS 1301 General Physics I
Fundamentals of classical mechanics, heat and thermodynamics, vibratory
motion, waves and sound. Prerequisite: High school trigonometry or credit
for MATH 1314 and credit for registration in MATH 1316. Lec 3, Cr 3
PHYS 1302 General Physics II
.Fundamentals of electricity, magnetism, , electromagnetic interaction, light,
and modern physics. Prerequisite: PHYS 1301. Lec 3, Cr 3
PHYS 1401 College Physics I
Thiscourse introduces the student to the fundamentals of Physics. Linear
motion, rotational motion, gravity and friction, and work and energy, as ap
plications of Newton's Laws, are the major part of this introductory Physics
course for Engineering Technology, Other major topics include properties of
materials, thermodynamics and heat transfer with applications in air condi
tioning. Prerequisite: MATH 1316 or high school Trigonometry. Lec 3, Lab
3, Cr4

•

-PHYS 1402 College Physics II
Ths econd in the sequence of Physics courses for EngineeringTechnology. It
• explores waves, sound, electrostatics, electricity, manetism, electric circuits
and fields, light and optics, and solid-state electronics. Other major topics
include lenses and optical instruments. Problems useful to the Engineering
Technology fields will be emphasized. Prerequisite: PHYS 1401. Lec 3, Lab
3,Cr4

;

PHYS 1410 Applied Physics
A course designed primarily for the technology programs to explain the basic
concepts of the properties of matter, mechanics, and heat, with emphasis on
applications and problem solving. Prerequisite: One year of high school algebrav lec 3, Lab 3, Cr 4

.-

PHYS 1411 Introduction to Astronomy
This course is designed to give an introduction to the study of Astronomy.
Topics included are the formation of the planetary system, birth, evolution,
and death ofstars. Black holes, Neutron stars and supernovas, and the current
status of research in this area is also presented. Lec 3, Lab 2, Ci 4

fftPHEL 1316 History of Judaism
sftftA nonsectarian, historical study of the Hebrew people, their literature, and
ftft. their religious concepts from the earliest known period to the time or Christ.
*, Major personalities of the ,OId Testament and the continuity of Hebrew his-

PHYS 1415 Motion, Matter 8c Energy
A laboratory course in the physical sciences for non-science majors. Topics
are selected from mechanics, electricity and magnetism, nuclear science and
chemistry to illustrate the history, philosophy and methods of science. Lec 3,

iStoty are examined Lec 3, Cr 3

Lab 2, & 4 , ft.

'

.

ft PHIL 1317 History of Christianity
|
" The Christian movement in the Mediterranean world during the first cen|tury. The life of Christ, the beginning of the Christian church, the life and
* • letters of Paul, and the general development of the New Testament, from a

science. Lec 3, Lab 2,'Cr 4

nonsectarian historical viewpoint. Lec 3, Cr 3
PHIL 2306 Introduction to Ethics
Analysis of basic principles and methods of evaluating human behavior, inft eluding critical examination of both classical and contemporary ethical theo' ties, with emphasis upon their application to personal decision making and
• contemporary moral issues. Lec 3, Cr 3

PHYS 1417 The Earth,The Sky, and The Heavens
A laboratory course in the physical sciences for non-science .majors, topics
are selected from Geology, geophysics, meteorology, oceanography, electric 
ity, astronomy, and astro-physics to illustrate the philosophy and methods of

,

PHYS. 2125 Engineering Physics Laboratory I
Laboratory experiments in classical mechanics, heat, and vibratory motion.
Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment: PHYS 2325. Lab 3, Cr 1
PHYS 2126 Engineering Physics Laboratory II
Laboratory experiments in electricity, magnetism, light, and modern physics.
Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment: PHYS 2326. Lab 3, Cr 1
"

i
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'courses or one which goes into more depth than is usually the case. Requires
permission of a faculty member and Department Chair. Prerequisite: PSYC
.'
2301. Lec3, Cr3

Radiologic Technology (RADR)
RADR 1166

Practicum I

Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college with
the employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the student.
The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the student s gen
eral technical course of study. This course may be repeated if topics and learn
ing outcomes vary. Lec 0 Lab 21 Cr 1
RADR 1167 Practicum II
Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college with
the employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the student.
The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the student's gen
eral and technical course of study. This course may be repeated if topics and
learning outcomes vary. Lec 0 Lab 21" Cr 1
RADR 1201 Introduction to Radiography
This course includes the historical development of radiography, basic radia-.
tion protection, an introduction to medical terminology, ethical and legal
issues for healthcare professionals, and an orientation to the program and the
health care system. Lec 2 Lab 0 Cr 2
RADR 1213 Principles of Radiographic Imaging I
This course will analyze radiographic image qualities and the effects of expo
sure variables upon these qualities. Lec 1 Lab 2 Cr 2
RADR 1267

Practicum III

Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college with
the employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the student.
. The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the student s gen
eral and technical course of study. This course may be repeated if topics and
learning outcomes vary. LecO Lab 20 Cr 2
RADR 1411 Basic Radiographic Procedures
This course includes an introduction to radiographic positioning terminol
ogy, the proper manipulation of equipment, positioning and alignment of
the anatomical structure and equipment, and evaluation of images for proper
demonstration of basic anatomy and related pathology. Lec 3 lab 3 Cr 4
RADR 2166

Practicum V

Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college with
the employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the student.
The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the students gen
eral and technical course of study. This course may be repeated if topics and
learning outcomes vary. Lec 0 Lab 21 Cr 1
RADR 2167

Practicum VI

Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college with
the employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the student.
The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the students gen
eral and technical course of study. This course may be repeated if topics and
learning outcomes vary. Lec 0 Lab 21 Cr 1
RADR 2217 Radiographic Pathology
An overview of the disease process and common diseases and their appear
ance oh medical images. Lec 2.Lab 0 Cr 2
RADR 2233 Advanced Medical Imaging
An introduction to the use of computers in medical imaging and a survey of
specialized imaging modalities. Lec 2 Lab 0 Cr 2
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RADR 2266 Practicum IV
"
^
Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college
the employer develops and documents an individualized plan for the stud"
The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the student$ g*
eral and technical course of study. This course may be repeated if topics
learning outcomes vary. Lec 0 Lab 20 Cr 2
RADR 2267 Practicum VII
Practical general training and experiences in the workplace. The college m
the employer develops and documents an.individuahzed plan for the studen
The plan relates the workplace training and experiences to the students j
eral and technical course of study. This course may be repeated if topics ah
learning outcomes vary. Lec 0 Lab.20 Cr: 2
RADR 2305 Principles of Radiographic Imaging II
A continuation of the study of radiographic imaging technique formuktio"
image quality assurance, and the synthesis of all variables in image prod
tion. Lec 2 Lab 3 Cr 3
RADR 2309 Radiographic Imaging Equipment
A study of the equipment and physics of x-ray production, basic x-ray
cuits, and relate equipment components to the imaging process. Lec 3 lab
Cr 3
RADR 2313 Radiation Biology and Protection
A 'Study of the effects of radiation exposure on biological systems, typF
medical exposure levels, methods for measuring and monitoring radiatio
and methods for protecting personnel and patients from excessive exp
Lec 3 Lab 0 Cr 3
RADR 2331 Advanced Radiographic Procedures
An advanced course including the proper manipulation of equipment, posi
tioning and alignment of theanatomical structure and equipment, and evalu,
ation of images for proper demonstration of advanced anatomy and relar
pathology. Lec 3 LaoO Cr 3
'
|
RADR 2335 Radiologic Technology Seminar
This is "a capstone course focusing on thesynthesis of professional knowledge;
skills, and attitudes in preparation for professional employment and lifelong
learning. Lec 3 Lab 0 Cr 3
-

Reading (READ)
READ

0100

TASP Reading

This course is for the student who has finished the developmental readin '
program sequence or scored > 41 on ASSET and failed the reading portion of
TASP. The student meets with the teacher to plan an independent Program
of Study that will provide continued development of reading skills. Can he
repeated more than once as READ: 0101, 0102, 0103. Prerequisite: Com
pleted the CDI sequence or ASSET score >41. Cr 1
READ 0300 College Reading
^ fc
•A Computer Directed Instructional (CDI) Course designed for students needi
ing improvement in their vocabulary, comprehension, and/or study skills in
order to succeed in college courses. A grade of S (satisfactory) will be given iff
recognition of regular attendance and academic progress. A grade of P (pass)
will be given only when the student passes the reading portion of the TASP.
This is a self-paced course. Cr 3
READ 0320 College Reading
A Computer Directed Instructional (CDI) Course designed for students who
scored 33-35 on the ASSET exam or completed READ 0300 with a "C" cr
better. The program is individualized and self-paced and gives instruction
and practice in vocabulary, comprehension, and study skills. Students are*

lured to purchasean access card. Prerequisite:Approval by the director or
|ASSET score >32 or < 36. Cr 3

i-~

0321 College Reading
A Computer Directed Instruaional (GDI) Course designed for students who
lowed 36-37 on the ASSET exam or completed READ 0320 with a "C or
[better. The program is individualized and self-paced and gives instruction
|hd practice in vocabulary, comprehension, and study skills. Students are
ed to purchase an access card. Prerequisite: Approval by the director or
° i ASSET score >35 or < 38. Cr 3
ncno 0322 College Reading
Computer Directed Instructional (CDI) Course designed for students who

RSPT 1260 Clinical I
A method of instruction providing detailed education; training and work
based experience and direct patient/client care, generally at a clinical site.
Specific detailed learning objectives are developed for each course by faculty.
On-site clinical instruction, supervision, evaluation and placement is the re
sponsibility of the college faculty. Clinical experiences are unpaid external
learning experiences. Lec 0 Lab 12 Cr 2

. -

•

.

RSPT 1137 Basic Disrhythmia Interpretation
A comprehensive study of the electrical conduction system of the heart, electrophysiology, and characteristics of the common atrial, junctional, and ven
tricular dysythmias including atrioventricular blocks Lec 1 Lab 0 Cr 1

Icored 38-41 on the ASSET exam or completed READ 0321 with a aC" or
[better. The program is individualized and self-paced and gives instruction
'and practice in vocabulary, comprehension, and study skills. Students are
required to purchase an access card. Prerequisite: Approval by the director or

RSPT 2305 Pulmonary Diagnostics
The theory and techniques involved in pulmonary function testing, diagnos
tics with emphasis on blood gas theory and analysis, quality control, oxim

ian ASSET score >37 or <42. Cr 3,

RSPT 2314 Mechanical Ventilation
Preparation to conduct the therapeutic procedures to achieve adequate,spon
taneous and artificial ventilation with emphasis on ventilator classification,
methods, principles, and operational characteristics. Also included are the
indicators, complications, and physiologic effects/principles of mechanical

etry, and capnography. Lec 2 Lab 4 Cr 3

.

jiffote for Undergraduate Reading Courses: To be eligible to take any 3000 or
[higher level reading course, students must be admitted into the Teacher Edu
cation Program.

-, ,

,.

[READ 3313 Literacy in the Secondary School
|This course will offer the teacher of secondary reading the opportunity to

ventilation. Lec 2 Lab 4 Cr 3
RSPT 2139 Advanced Cardiac Life Support
A comprehensive course designed to develop the cognitive and psychomotor
skills necessary for resuscitation of the adult. Strategies for managing"and
stabilizing the cardiopulmonary arrested patient will be included. Lec 0 Lab3

jfcqmply with the essential knowledge skills for reading grades 7 through 12,;
|
to include strategies for word attack, vocabulary development, comprehenfsion, and study skills applied to a variety of practical situations. Application
gofthe skills to the teaching of reading in the secondary classroom will also be
emphasized. Students will spend 15 clock hours of field experiences observ!? ing the teaching of reading in the actual secondary classroom setting. Prereq®§uisite: Minimum 60 hours and passing TASP scores; May be taken concur-

Cr1

_

,

!

'
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_
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RSPT 1315 Basic Respiratory Care Procedures I
I This course presents the basic principles and procedures, including gas laws,
medical gas therapy, oxygen analyzers, humidity and aerosol therapy, Lec 2
,

• RSPT 2201 Cardiopulmonary Assessment
Instruction in the integration of patient examination techniques, clinical lab
studies, x-ray, pulmonary function, arterial blood gases, and invasive and non
invasive hemodynamics results in patient assessment. Lec 1 Lao 2 Cr 2
RSPT 1316 Basic Respiratory Care Procedures II
This course presents the basic principles and procedures, including lung expression therapy, postural drainage and percussion, artificial airways, manual
resuscitation devices and suctioning. Lec 2 Lab 4 Cr 3
RSPT 1221 Respiratory Home Care/Rehabilitation
Designed to develop an understanding of respiratory home care/rehabilita
tion equipment, procedures, and patient care, with emphasis on the use of
special technology and equipment in the treatment of patients in a subacute
and/or long-term patient care setting. Lec 1 Lab 3 Cr 2

sity life. Lec 2, Cr 2
ROTC 1202 Dynamics of Leadership II
Encompasses dynamics of leadership applicable to all careers through instruc' rion in Rifle Marksmanship; Land Navigation; Leadership Laboratory; Field
• Training Exercises; U.S. Army Customs, Courteous and Career Opportuni
!

^Respiratory Therapy (RSPT)

Lab 4 Cr 3

.

ROTC 1201 Dynamics of Leadership I
Introduces UTB/TSC, university life and the U.S.Army. Instills awareness of
the role that Army ROTC plays in developingleaders. Provides students with
skills and strategies that enable them to make successful transition to univer

I READ

|i approval required. Lec 3, Cr 3

'

Reserve Officer Training (ROTC)

rendy with READ 3351 and READ 4351. Lec 3, Cr 3
4369 Reading Practicum
; This course provides eight hours of field-based experience each week for 15
greeks. Students will apply knowledge and skills ftom prerequisite courses in
|lthe reading specialization program to determine appropriateinstructional stratftegies to encourage the development of literacy. Prerequisite: Departmental

.

ties and various leadership dimensions. Lec 2, Cr 2
ROTC 2201 Applied Leadership and Management
An application of basic leadership and management principles. The course
applies ethics based leadership skills that develop individual abilities and con
tribute to the building of effective teams of people. Learn the role of the U.S.
Army and Army Communications skills such as oral presentations, writing
concisely, planning of events, coordination of group efforts, fundamentals of
ROTC's Leadership Development Program. Optional weekend field training
exercises are offered. Prerequisite: ARMY ROTC 1201,1202, or consent of
instructor. Lec 2, Cr 2
ROTC 2202

Intermediate Leadership and Management

Techniques
Learn techniques for training others as an aspect of continued leadership de
velopment. Supervisory personnel and motivational techniques are studied
through placement of students in positions of small unit leaders given as
signed tasks. Introduction to basic tactical mission applications and prin
ciples. Optional weekend field training exercises areoffered. Prerequisite:Army
ROTC consent of instructor. Lec 2, Cr 2
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SPAN. 3302 Spanish literature (1750-present)
A survey of the literature of Spain from thd mid-18th century to present.
Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3

SPAN 4309 Contemporary Spanish Literature
A study of the principal literary works of Spain from the generation of 189
to the present. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec

SPAN 3303 Advanced Spanish Composition
Intensive training in Spanish composition, including class publications of
Material in Spanish. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322.
Lec 3, Cr3

Cr3

SPAN 3310 Masterpieces of Spanish American Literature I
An investigation of the literary works of the principal narrators, poets and
dramatists of Spanish America from the beginnings of Spanish Colonialism
to Modernism.Analysis of form and content and study of the historical back
ground and literary currents in each work. Given in Spanish Prerequisite:
SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 3311 Masterpieces of Spanish American Literature II
An investigation of the literary works of the principal narrators, poets and
dramatists of Spanish America from Modernism to the present. Analysis of
form and content and study of the historical background and literary cur
rents in each work Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322.
Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 3330 Spanish Grammar
A study of grammatical concepts with-concentration on basic sentence struc
ture, the paragraph, principles of punctuation, and functional grammar. Course
designed for Spanish majors and minors as well as Education Minorsin bilin
gual education. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite:SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3,
Cr3

'

•

SPAN 3332 Introduction to Spanish/English Translation
A basic orientation in the theory and practice of translating a text from Span
ish to English, including consideration of both cultural and morpho-syntactical problems. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321,2322. Lec 3, Cr3
SPAN 3333 Introduction to English/Spanish Translation
An orientation in the theory and practice of translating a text from English to
Spanish, including consideration of cultural and morpho-syntactical prob
lems. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321,2322. Lec 3> Cr 3
SPAN 4303 Hispanic Civilization
A panoramic view of the political, literary, and cultural history of Spain and
the Spanish-speaking countries of America. Recommended as a review for
the ExCET examination in Spanish. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN
2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4304 Spanish Lyric Poetry
A survey of lyric poetry from its beginning to the presentsGiven in Spanish.
Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4305 Cervantes
A study of the principal works of Miguel de Cervantes with emphasis on Don
Quijote. Given in Spanish. All readings, examinations, and papers in Span
ish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4307 Spanish American Novel
An investigation of the Spanish American novel of the 19th and 20th centu
ries. Students will become knowledgeable of the literary currents associated
with the genre within their historical and social contexts; become aware of
the key elements of the novel; develop the ability to analyze the key elements
and identify literary techniques and devices; and develop the ability to articu
late the findings of his/her own analysis in classroom discussion, on exams,
and in short papers by exposure to good models of literary analysis and criti
cism. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3
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SPAN 4310 Spanish Phonology and Phonetics
An analysis of the phonetic and phonological systems of the Spanish lan
guage. Presentation of the articulatory description of the sounds of the lari;
guage Introduction to the phonological processes that exit in the langm
including stress assignment, syllabification and intonation. Description and
analysis of some'phonological processes that occur in the major varieties of
the language. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321, SPAN 2322.1
3, Cr3
SPAN 4311 The Mexican Novel
The study of the major novels of Mexico from beginning to the preseh"
Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3 '•€*
SPAN 4312 The Structure of the Spanish Language
An analysis of sentence structure in Modern Spanish from a generative per
spective. Introduction to the goals and methods of generative grammar and a"
' presentation of their relevance to the syntax of Spanish. Topics covered in
clude pronominal deletion, sentence embedding, and sentence topicalization;
Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 3330. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4316 Acquisition of the Spanish Language
An analysis of the process of language acquisition among Spanish speaking
children. Simultaneous acquisition of English and Spanish among Latino •
children in the United States. Discussion of the role of dialect and register in;
the acquisition process. Given is Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 23221/
Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4317 The Spanish Language in Social Context
An analysis of language variation in the Spanish-speaking world. Correlation5
of social variables and.specific linguistic variables. Language attitudes in some
Spanish-speaking communities and their ramifications in the processes of lan
guage maintenance and shift. Linguistic And social manifestations of language;
contact, such as, direct transfer and code-switching. Given in Spanish. Pre
requisite: SPAN 3330 or concurrent enrollment. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4332 Commercial Translation
,:j|
Intensive practice in translation from English to Spanish and Spanish to En-,
glish of commercial, financial, and marketing texts, as well as shipping, insur-*
ance, and customs house documents. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN
2321, SPAN 2322, and SPAN 3332 ot 3333. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN ' 4334 Legal Translation
An analysis of legal language in Engiish and Spanish. Intensive practice in the,
translation from English to Spanish and Spanish to English of contracts and
government regulations, as well as texts relating to international organiza
tions, civil law and criminal law. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321,
SPAN 2322, and SPAN 3332 or 3333. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4368 Children's Literature in Spanish
A broad survey of literary works in Spanish appropriate for the young reader
by the principal narrators, poets, and dramatists of the HispanicWorld. Given
in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 or SPAN 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPAN 4369 Hispanic Theater
A study of selected dramatic works of representative Hispanic authors from a
variety of geographical locales and cultures within theSpanish-speaking world.
Interpretation and analysis of the aesthetic and ethical dimensions of theworks,
as well as creativity process that brought them to life on the stage. Given in
Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and SPAN 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3

Speech (SPCH)

IPAN 4371 Chicano Narrative
A general introduction to short stories and novels written in Spanish by U.S.
'•citizens of Mexican descent. This survey begins with a picaresque novel con
sidered to be a forerunner of todays Chiamo novel, continues with post WWII
[male writers and ends with a more recent novel by a woman writer exploring
feminist issues. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3,
• Cr 3

,
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SPCH 1315 Fundamentals of Speech
Theory and practice of the basic principlesof oral communication.The course
is designed to help the studentdevelop skills in various kinds of public speak
ing. Emphasis on audience analysis, research, speech composition and deliv
ery. Students will present various types of speeches including informative,

'

persuasive, and impromptu. Lec 3, Cr 3

• SPAN 4373 Studies in IJispanic Cultures
Advanced study of topics in.Hispanic culture, civilization, language or.litera
ture in areas not generally available as part of regular course offerings. Not
frepeatable. Given in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPAN 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3

SPCH 1318 •; Interpersonal Communication
*
.
Designed tostudy communication barriers between individuals based on cul
tural, physical, and psychological differences. Emphasis will be placed on
improving.one-to-one communication and small group interaction. Lec 3,

SSPAN 4392 Senior Seminar
^Integration, synthesis, and evaluation of the graduating seniors cumulative
: studies of Hispanic Letters and the Spanish language. Portfolio preparation
" and evaluation; the planning, preparation and writing of a Senior Mini-theIsis; and a Capstone Examination. Prerequisite: 18 or more advanced hours in
/Spanish including SPAN 3301, SPAN 3303, SPAN 3311, and SPAN 3330.
•Lec 3, Cr 3
|V

Cr3

SPCH 1342 Speech for the Bilingual Student
Designed for bilingual students who want to improve their English. A study
of the sound system, stress patterns, timing, melody,' and phraseology of
American English. Practice in presenting ideas to an audience, Lec 3, Cr 3

Spanish - Translation Studies in Spanish
-

; TRSP

3332 Introduction to Spanish/English Translation
.
A basic orientation in the theory and practice of translating a text fromSpan
ish to English, including consideration of both cultural and morpho-syntactical problems. Introduction to software programs used by professional trans
lators and interpreters. Prerequisite: Six hours of Freshman English and six .
-5 hours of Spanish chosen from the following courses: SPAN 1373,2316,2317,-,

s

- 2321 and 2322. Lec 3, Cr 3

. A '

;

:

/TRSP 3335 Topics in Translation
K Topics in the theory and practice of professional translation between Spanish
«; and English in areas other than business and legal texts, including but not
limited to the following: education, medical specialties, and technology. Pre
requisite: TRSP 3332 or SPAN 3332 and six hours of Freshman English. Lec
3, Cr 3
TRSP 4332 Commercial Translation
\
Intensive practice in translation from English to Spanish and Spanish to En
glish of commercial, financial, and marketing texts, as well as shipping, insur
ance, and customs house documents. Prerequisite:TRSP 3332 or SPAN 3332
and six hours of Freshman English. Lec 3, Cr 3

;*

•

TRSP 4334 • Legal Translation
*
An analysis of legal language in English and Spanish. Intensive practice in the
translation front English to Spanish and Spanish to English of contracts and
government regulations, as well as texts relating to international organiza
tions, civil law and criminal law. Prerequisite: TRSP 3332 or SPAN 3332 and
six hours of Freshman English. Lec 3, Cr 3
TRSP 4366 Interpreting I
,
A basicorientation in the theoryand practice of interpreting English to Span
ish and Spanish to English. Emphasis on sight translation and short consecu
tive interpreting, and also preparation for simultaneous interpreting. Prereq
uisite: TRSP 3332 or SPAN 3332 and six hours of Freshman English. Lec 3,
' Cr 3
TRSP 4367
Interpreting II
. .
Advanced practice in English to Spanish and Spanish to English consecutive
and simultaneous interpreting with close attention to terminology apd docu• mentation. Conference interpretation. Prerequisite: TRSP 3332 or SPAN 3332
and six hours of Freshman English. Lec 3, Cr 3

<

'• • • '•'<.

ing, decision making, arid public address. Lec 3, Cr 3

.

(TRSP) '

; \'...

SPCH 1321 Business and Professional Communication
Designed to provide the studentwith theory and practical experience needed
to communicate in a variety of business settings. Emphasis is on interview

Special Education (SPED)
Note for Undergraduate Special Education Courses: To be eligible to take
any Special Education course, students must be admitted into the Teacher
Education Program.
SPED 3370 Introduction to Exceptional Children
"(Formerly SPED 2370) This course is an introduction to the physical and,
psychological characteristicsof the exceptional child. Emphasis is on theory,
characteristics and educational programming for learners with special needs.
' Lec3,Cr3 '
SPED

4301

'

. - A.' -

.

,

Language Development and Communication

Disorders
This course examines monolingual and bilingual language development with
an emphasison common communication disorders. (Prerequisite: SPED 23/0
3370, may be taken concurrently with SPED 4302,4303 4385) Lec 3, Cr 3
SPED

4302

Cognitive Development Associated with

• Exceptionalities
This course studies theories of cognitive development and their application
to children's critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Individual differ
ences associated with mild and moderate exceptionalities will be emphasized.
(Prerequisite: SPED 3370, may be taken concurtendy with SPED 4301,4385,
and 4372) Lec 3, Cr 3
SPED 4307 Field Experiences in Generic Special Education
This course will provide students with field experience teaching mentally re
tarded, learning disabled and emotional disturbed children. Training for par
ents of exceptional children will be included. Prerequisite: SPED 3370. Lec
3, Cr3

'

SPED 4313 Student Teaching-Generic Special Education
This course must be taken by all undergraduate students working toward
special education certification. The course requires observing and teaching in
a public school special education classroom all day, Monday through Friday,
for six weeks. This work is done under the direction of a fully certified teacher
of the class to which the student is assigned and under the supervision of a
college professor who observes and evaluates, the students progress. Seminars
and individual conference; are a required part of the course. Prerequisite: 18
hours of upper level special education courses. Approval by the Teacher Edu-'

'

:

"

Pa^Wl

cation Committee. Students must also be enrolled in EDCI 4311, EDSC
4398 or EDSC 4641. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPED 4370 Foundations of Special Education
(Formerly SPED 4372) This course addresses the characteristics of students
with disabilities, especiallyas thesecharacteristics influencethe teaching/learn
ing process in the general education classroom.The roles and responsibilities
for general educatorsand specialeducators, asoudined by the major laws and
litigation, are discussed. In addition to assessment and identification proce
dures for second language learners suspected of having a disability. The dy
namic relationship among school, family, and community, especially as they
relate to culturally and linguistically diverse students with disabilities, are also
examined. Prerequisite: EDCI 430L Lec 3, Cr 3
SPED 4375 Testing and Assessment of Exceptional Individuals
(Formerly SPED 4371) This course examines formal and informal proce
dures used to identify the academic and behavioral needs of exceptional learn
ers. An emphasis is placed on the non-biased assessment of the bilingual child.
Prerequisite: SPED 3370,4301,4302,4385,may be taken concurrentlywith
SPED 4395. Lec 3, Cr 3
SPED 4386 ' Modifications in Inclusive Settings
(Formerly SPED 4385) This course focuses on instructional and behavioral
strategies for teaching students with mild/moderate disabilities in inclusive
settings. Emphasis is placed on techniques and strategies that enhance lan
guage and literacy development. Modifications related to language arts, math
ematics, and science instruction, as well as various behavior management strat
egies, are addressed. Lec 3, Cr 3
,
SPED 4395 Practicum in GenericSpecial Education
(Formerly SPED 4309) This course provides field experiences in working
with learners with exceptional needs. Students practiceassessment procedures,
teaching strategies and classroom management techniques under thesupervi
sion' of a certified classroom teacher and university instructor. Prerequisite:
SPED 3370,4301,4302,4385, may be taken concurrently with SPED 4371.
Lec 3, Cr,3
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